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CEAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

My involvement in the Master of Social Work program was

on a part-tirne basis for approximately two years. At the same

time, I $/as also employed fuII-time by the Province of

Manitoba as a Community Mental Health Worker in carman,

Manitoba.

I chose to partake in a practícum in order to ful-fil the

requirements of the Master of Socía1 lrlork Degree as set out by

the University of Manitoba. My practicum involved my

participation as a Master of Social Work student in the Health

and Welfare Canada project, trTreating Sexual Abuse Ín Rural

Areasrr. More specif icaI1y, [y involvement hras as a Parent

Support Worker for the non-offending parents of íntrafamilial
child sexual abuse participating in the project. My role as

the Parent Support Worker will be expanded upon further in an

up-coming chapter.

The purpose of

aimed at assisting

crisis intervention. Second, it $ras to assist me in
developing a better understanding of Menta1 Hea1th involvement

within the area of child sexual abuse and to use this
knowledge Ín working collaboratively with other care-givers

also working in the area of child sexual abuse. As child
sexual abuse is a very complex problern, I believe that

my

me

practicum lÀras two-foId. First, it was

in developing skills in the area of
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effectj-ve intervention and treatment requires a comprehensive

plan involving a collaborative team approach.

The main purpose of this report ís to discuss my

experience during my practÍcum. The report, itself, is

divided into two basic parts. The first part consists of a

review of some of the existing literature in the areas of

intrafamilial child sexual abuse, crisis theory and social

network theory. An atternpt is made to link these three areas

together and to demonstrate the interwoven nature of what can

appear to be three somewhat separate and distínct topic areas.

The second part of this report will address the experiential

component of the practicum. In this section, I will discuss

the practicum site, expand on the purpose of the Parent

Support Service, and clarify the role of the Parent Support

lrlorker, provide a broad overview and evaluation of the nature

of the social networks avail-able in the lives of the non-

offending parent(s) participating in the serviçe, âs well as

describe two cases in greater detail from a social network

perspectíve. Finally, I will address some of the themes in my

learning experience and provide some conclusions and

reconmendations for future service in this topic area.
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CHAPTER 2

INTR.AFÀ}ÍII,IÀL CHILD SEXUÀL ÀBUSE,

CRISIS INTERVENTION ÀìID SOCIAT, NET?TORK THEORY

ÃN OVERVIETÍ

Intrafamilial child sexual abuse has been identified as

a complex social problern. Its complex nature has resulted in

varying definitions, divergent viewpoints on its etiology, as

well as the most appropriate an effective treatment strategíes

when dealing with the incestuous fanily. The existence of

incest is not confined to disorganized, chaotic, disadvantaged

fanilies, rather, it exists throughout all social and economic

levels (Finkelhor, 1980). As a result of its prevalence, it

has become an important area for examination in social work

practicer ân area whích cannot be ignored, minimized or

sirnplif ied.

Anderson and Mayes (L982) refer to intrafamilial child

sexual abuse as any form of sexual abuse (fondling,

i-ntercourse, sodomy, oral stimulation, etc. ) perpetrated

against children by members of their farnily. 'fMembers of

their farníIy may include non-blood relatives such as step-

parents or any person acting in a position of authority or

parental role to the childtt (p. 32). Moreover, a key element

in intrafamilial child sexual abuse is the violation of a

child by a person considered to be in a position of trust.
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sgroi et al-. (L982) integrate these concepts in a crear
and effective manner in their definition of child sexual-

abuse.

Child sexual abuse is a sexual act imposed on achild who lacks emotional, rnaturatitnal, andcognitive developrnent. The abi]-ity to rure a childinto a sexual relationship is ¡asea upon the a1l--powerful and dominant position of the adult orolder adolescent perpetrator, which is in sharpcontrast to the childrs âg€, dependency, anãsubordinate position. Authority and por¡rer enablethe perpetrator, irnplicitly or directly, to coercethe child into sexuat compliance (p. 9j.
It would seem that incestuous families understand the

language of po\À¡er even though it may be abusive in nature
(Larson and Maddock, t_986) .

sgroi et aI. (L982) define incest from a psychorogical
perspectíve as they state:

rncestuous child sexual abuse encompasses any formof sexual activity between a chird and a parãnt orstep-parent or extended family member or surrogateparent figure. Incest is variously defined- bystatute as specific sexuar acts perfórned. betweenpersons who are prohibited to marry . Thecrucial psychological dynarnic is tne farnilialrelationship between the incest particípants-.- . .The presence or absence of a blood rerationshipbetween incest participants is of far lesssignificance than the kinship roles they occupy(p. 10).

Although intrafamilial chil-d sexuar abuse exists in many

combinations of blood and non-blood reratives, the emphasis of
this chapter wii-I be on father-daughter incest and sibling
incest.

As mentioned, the complex nature of intrafamiliar chird.
sexual abuse has resul-ted in divergent viewpoints in the
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existing literature as to its etiology. Larson and Maddock

(1986) advocate from a fanily systems perspective that incest,

is a reflection of a farnily system that is rel-atively crosed.,

undifferentiated and rigid in both structure and functionr' (p.

28). These famíly characteristics are a result of sígnificant
boundary disturbances within four areas: farnity/society,
intergenerational, interpersonal, and intrapsychic. The

authors propose that understanding a systemrs boundaries is
crucial, âs it is boundaries which ultirnately determine rrwhat

a given system is, how it, is organized, what processes will
occur inside it, how it will interact with íts environment -
and even in predicting how the system is likery to behave in
the futurerr (p. 28) .

According to Larson and Maddock (i-996), the blurring of
generational boundaries is enhanced by remotional problems and

enmeshmentrr which is a function of the emotional isolatíon
characteristic of the individual farnily members.of incestuous

fanilj-es. This enmeshment is demonstrated through the rack of
individual autonomy and povrer to self-differentiate, which

ul-timatery results in boundary diffusion amongst its members.

Kerr (198i_) draws upon Bowenrs concept of

"undifferentiated family ego mass,r in order to describe the
nature of enmeshment within these family systems. For the
íncestuous farniry, differentness is a threat to famiry
structure, in that it, is experienced as distance, while
individuality is experienced as disloyalty and alienation.
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Subsequently, control becomes a critical component in order to

sustain the enmeshment. Both explicit and implicit rules

exíst which maintain that all needs, especially those of an

emotional nature are to be met within the context of the

immediate farnily system. As a result, it is not individual

members which are autonomous, but rather, the closed farnily

unit which becomes highly autonomous. This strong existence

of autonorny ttlimits opportunity for growth and renewal,

producing a certaín scarcity of resources while fostering an

inappropríate over-dependence among family members . rr

(Larson and Maddock | 1986, p. 28). Thusr âs barriers are

built between the farnily and their social environment, the

stage becomes set for the protection of the sexual- secret

wíthin the structure of the farnily system.

Larson and Maddock (1986) have developed a functional

typology of incest families whereby the structure of the

farnily creates an atmosphere conducive sexual aþuse. In this

typology, the sexual abuse serves to meet one of four basic

functions within the exchange of interpersonal processes:

affectíonal process, erotic process, aggression process, ot

the process for the expression of rage. The function of these

interpersonal exchange processes will not be dealt with in
detail in this chapter, rather, they have been mentioned

briefly in order that one can clearly understand that
incestuous behaviour does not serve the same function in every

incestuous fanily. The incest is only meaningful within the
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isspecific context in which

le86).

occurs (Larson and Maddock,

Will (l-983) also addresses the principle of incest
serving a function for the entire family unit; adding that it
is powerful homeostatic mechanisms which add to the persistent
and enduring maintenance of the incestuous behaviour. He

operationalizes the power of these homeostatic mechanisms as

he addresses the way incestuous families commonry crose down

soon after the discl-osure and deny the presence of problems

within their family.

Solin (1986) addresses the displacement of affect in
families following incest disclosure. According to sorin
(1986), the disclosure, coupled with rapid and decisive
undertakings by community agencies, generally propels the

family into crisis. The displacement of affect is a highly
reactive defense mechanisrn which serves to "buffer the farnily
members from the intensj-ty of emotion that foll,ows an incest
disclosurerr (p. 572). rn moderation this defense mechanism

serves an adaptive function as it trfacilitates psychological

management of the incest disclosure crisisil (p. 574).

Basicarry, this defense assists in the attempt to maintain

homeostatic balance as well as srow down the process of
assimilating what has happened. rrunprepared and unskirred to
navigate the impending tumult, incestuous families often
develop a defense mechanism: negative affect is deflected
away from the father on to the social service systemrr (p.
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572). On the other hand, entrenchment of the defense has

maladaptive consequences. It can impede understanding and

acknowledgement of the extent and nature of the abusive

behaviour, thus thwarting the treatment process.

Transactional farnily patterns must not be over-Iooked.

when examining the issue of incest as these patterns are often
replicated from one generation to the next. Cooper and

Cornier (1-982) suggest that the intergenerational transmission

of incest occurs through two streams, either through the

father, throug'h the mother, or through both. Transmission of
incest through the father may occur with those fathers who

experienced incest in their own family of origín, either
directly or as witnesses and subsequentry initiate sexual

activitíes with their own children. Transmission of incest
through the nothers may occur in two h/ays according to cooper

and cornier (1983). The first way occurs when mothers, who

themserves are victims of incest, initiate sex with their own

chil-dren. The second way ín which j_ncest is inter-
generationally transmitted through the mother relates to those

mothers who hrere themserves victirnized in their farnily of
origin and are thus, unabre to provide protection for their
children against the same experience. These expranatíons may

appear somewhat simplistic and l-inear in nature for such a

complex phenomena as intrafamirial child sexual- abuse.

subsequentry, wirr (l-983) emphasizes the importance of
examining a variety of level-s in order to generate a more
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accurate understanding of incest. These levels include: the

sociological level, the fanily transactional level, and the

individuat psychological leveI. He suggests examining these

factors according to two main types of transactional patterns

within incestuous families. These include the rrchaotic

familytt and the trendogamous incestuous familytt.

In the rrchaotic familytt, incest is only one of the many

elements of family chaos which results in blurred

intergenerational boundaries and role confusion. The second

farníIy transactional pattern discussed by Will (1983) is the
rrendogamous familytt. A conmon feature of the endogamous

family is the enormous fear of family breakdown. In the

transactional patterns of the rrendogamous familytt, incest is

seen as developing with the purpose of reducing tension, and

facititating behaviours of conflict-avoidance. Ultimately,

these behaviours reduce the threat to the present survival of

the familyts rnethod of functioning. This becomes of utmost

importance for the rrendogamous familytt as f arnily

dísintegration is experienced as the ultimate threat.

Minuchints (1-974) perspective about the drive for homeostatic

balance can, therefore, be applied in an attempt to understand

the stability of the incest. Stability is maintained as these

fanilies construct closed boundaries between themselves and

their social environment; a coping mechanism which alleviates
the anxiety about abandonment and family disintegration. The

creation of closed boundaries, resul-ts in the relative
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isol-ation of the endogamous farnily, a phenomenon which often
precedes the symptom of incest (i^Ii11, 1983).

The fanily dynamics which activate the incest are

reinforced in three r¡/ays. These three f actors are an

extension of one another, thus resembling a círcular process

whích serves to maintain the stabirity. Factors creating this
circurar effect include: the continual strengtheni-ng of the
intergenerational alliance between perpetrator and victim and

subsequently, the inappropriate intergenerationar family
boundary. These ínappropriate boundaries are then reinforced
by the intense pressure to keep the secret. This pressure

only serves to reinforce and maintain the rigid boundaries

between the incestuous farnily and their sociar environment.

Finally, in order to understand the circurar nature of this
comprex problern, will (1983) insísts that a rnultidimensional

model is required. This model- must address various factors,
onry one of which is the family transactional- pattern, vrhose

interplay results in the symptornatic expression of incest.
only to be mentioned here, these other factors include:
traditional sex roles which is consistent with a ferninist
perspective (Mcrntyre, 19Bl-), the presence of reconstituted
famili-es, parental history of sexual abuse, the emphasis on

genital sexuality, and the existing theoríes of the incestuous

farnily other than the family transactional theories.
These factors identified by will (t-983) are consistent

with the vulnerability model set out by Trepper and Barrett
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(1-986). The underlying assumption of the model is that there

is no cause of incest, rather, all farnilies possess a degree

of wul-nerability based on individual, family and environmental

factors. The expression of incest may result if a

ttprecipitating eventrr occurs and the coping ski1ls within the

family are inadequate to effectively deal with this event.

According to Trepper and Barrett (1986), there are at

least four factors which may contribute to the familyts
vulnerability. The first factor is the family of origin of

the mother and father. These include parenting and marital
styles. That is, if a mother or father v/ere victims or

witnesses of incest in their family of origin, there is a

greater likelihood that incest will occur in their family of
procreation. The second wulnerability factor rel-ates to the

personality characteristics of the fanily members. As Trepper

and Barrett (1986) víew all family members as involved in the

incest at some level, they advocate evaluating such

characteristics as dependency, passivity, self-esteem,

sociopathology and aggressiveness. They do clarify that in no

r^/ay is the child responsible f or the abuse, however,

evaluation of their individual characteristics may assist in
identifying areas which can be strengthened, thus reducing the

possibility of re-victimization.
The third factor addresses the functioning of the famíly

system. In this model, consideration is given to 'rfamily
stylefr, which refers to the rrpervasive and enduring patterns
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of interaction a farnily disprays" (Trepper and Barrett , 1-9g6,

p. 16). These seem to be consistent with Larson and Maddockrs

(L984) functional typology discussed earlier. rFamiry

structurerr as outlined by Minuchin (L974) is also considered

in this model. "Famiry structure' refers to the organization
of a family with regard to rores held by its members, the
hierarchies, rules and power, whether forrnally agreed upon or
not. Dimensions of ttcohesiontt and Itadaptabilityrt are used to
describe family behaviour patterns in reaction to situations.
This refers to rrthe degree of clarity and directness of
various forms of communication, including verbal and non-

verbalrr (p. 16). sexualry abusive families commonly display
patterns of conflict-avoidance, secretiveness, hostirity, and

doubre-binding communication (Trepper and BarreÈt, l_986) .

The fourth vulnerability factor in Trepper and Barrettrs
model, relates to the socio-environmental dimension. This
dimension incrudes: chronic stress, socíal isolation,
opportunity factors, the community's tolerance toward incest,
and the sweeping culturar acceptance of male supremacy.

ttPrecipitating eventst commonry identified by these

authors incrude: substance abuse, rnotherrs absence from home,

or a major acute stress. These are never the cause of incest,
rather, can be coined as potentiating factors to incestuous
behaviour (Trepper and Barrett, 1986). According to these

authors, healthy coping strategies include: rrproblem-solving

abilities, the availability of extended farnily, the ability to
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recognize and utilize social networks, and the degree of

religious beliefs" (Trepper and Barrett, L986t p. 22).

According to the authors, these coping strategies separate out

incestuous families from those farnilies who are considered

highly vulnerable but. who do not participate in j-ncestuous

acts.

Finkelhor (L984) outlines very specifically, what he

terms as the four pre-conditions of sexual abuse. This model

integrates important psychological and sociological variables.
Finkelhor (1-984) is adamant that alt four pre-conditions must

be met in order for the incest to occur. These four pre-

conditions, which occur in a logical sequence, include: (1)

the potential offenderrs motivation to sexually abuse a child;
(2) the potential offenderrs ability to defeat internal
inhibitions against acting on that motivation; (3) the

potential offenderrs ability to overcome external inhibitor to
committing incestuous acts; and, (a) the potential offenderrs

ability to overcome the childrs resistance or avoidance of the

sexual abuse. Although these factors will not be expanded

upon in this chapter, this particular model- does conceptualize

incest as a process which takes into account many of the

prevalent factors identified within the vul-nerability model,

the farnily systems perspective and the feninist perspective.

Heiman (1988) has also adapted Finkelhorts four pre-

conditions of sexual abuse, specifically to the area of

sibling incest. Arthough father-daughter incest is the more
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frequently reported type of incest, it has been suggested. that
brother-sister incest is the most conmon form (Loredo, j_9gg).

According to srnith and rsraer (LgB7) | ,the subject of sibling
incest is sorely lacking in study, theory, and. specific
documentation. This may be due, in part, to a past tendency

of professionals to group arl intrafanily Íncest dynamics

together, rather than delíneating the more distinct
characteristics of the different sexual couplíngsr (p. 101).

Furthermore, Meiselman (1978, cited in Heiman, l-9gg) j_ndicates

that rrthe taboo against sibling incest has always been the
weakest, since the act is often viewed as tchildrs playr and

does not cross generational linest (p. i-36). This ,childrs
praytt is frequently exproratÍon and curiosity between

children. According to Finkelhor (j-980, cited in Heíman,

1988' p. l-36), "age proximity and developmentally appropriate
activities which are linited and transitory in nature'r are
crucial factors which differentiate natural sexual pray from

incest. rn other words, sexuar contact is viewed as

incestuous when there is either a large age d.ifference between

the children and/or the activities go beyond natural
inquisition to incrude oral-genitar contact or intercourse.
Although this is a useful framework for assessj_ng normative
sexuar contact among chirdrenr âny encounter which is
experienced as exploítive, fearfur, unusuar, or perplexing
should not be ignored regardress of the age of the children or
the actions invorved (Heinan, j-gBB). This latter point has
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been addressed by Loredo (l-988), who states that a number of
issues must be assessed in order to differentiate normal

sexual exploration and curiosity from interactions which are

more detrimental. Although these issues wirl not be expanded

upon ín great detait at this time, it is irnportant to mention

them. First, Loredo (l-988), al-so identifies the need to
estabrish what is tttypical or normal, sexual exproration
between síblíngs. The possibility of short- and long-term

effects must be explored. subsequentry, it must be determined

t¡¡hether the incest included some form of victimizatíon, or two

or more wí11ing participants, manifesting some form of
psychopathology. secondly, Loredo (1989) suggests examining

the nature and duration of the incest. This involves
determining the type of sexual activity r^¡hich has occurred,

whether it was congruous with the developmental IeveI of the
children involved or whether it was age-inappropriate and

thus, demonstrating more advanced sexuar knowledge and

invorvement. A third issue whÍch must be explored is how the
children became involved with one another. rt is important to
determine whether the contact occurred through mutual

agreement and negotiation or whether one sibling acquired

sexual access to the other through some form of deception,
intinidation or force. The intent or motivations of the
children ínvolved in the incestuous activities is the forth
area requiring thorough evaluation. Common rnotivations behind
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sibling incest include: exploration, retribution, pov/er-

control and sadism.

As previously mentioned, the age of the siblings is the

fifth area which must be addressed. It is irnportant to

enquire whether the chíldren are peers or whether one sibling

is appreciably ol-der than the other. Younger children are

more likely to engage in exploratory activíty rather than any

type of aggressive behaviour. O1der siblings are more likeIy

to understand sexual connotations and a large age difference

between siblings is more likely to impart abuse,

power/control, and exptoitation of younger, more confiding

siblings.
The predisposition of the siblings is a sixth factor

which shoul-d be examined. Children will be affected

differently depending on such personality characteristics as

confidence, self-assuredness, shyness, depression, passivity

and aloofness. Any previous abuse experienced by the offender

must also be explored as many of these offenders are

themselves victims of sexual abuse.

Examination of fanily dynamics should never be overlooked

in an attempt to understand and treat sibling incest. It is

essential to discover whether sornethi-ng exists within the

farnily whích mobilizes sibling incest, including whether roles

within the famil-y are inappropriately assigned. In all cases

of siblíng incest, the risk of other types of incestuous

activities occurring within the family must be investigated.
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Fina11y, reactions and feelings of parents foltowing the

disclosure of sibling incest, requires some attention.
Parental behaviour following disclosure can eíther be

advantageous to the children r or can facilitate the

reoccurrence of the abuse including íncreased threats from the

offender to prohibit further dísclosures.

These last two issues are consistent with Hej_manrs (L9BB)

perspective that "any expranation of sibling incest must

examine the family environment, which has the porrrer to rerax
or enforce the incest taboo, thereby fostering or restraíning
sexual impurses (p. ß7) . The fanilial environment thus

becomes a criticar factor in explaining sibring incest and the
breakdor¡¡n of the incest barrj-err' (p. L38).

Bank and Kahn (1982, p. 1-78, cited in Heiman, t_98g)

describe two general types of sibling incest, tpovrer-oriented,

phallic aggressive incest and nurturing, erotic, loving
incestrr (p. l-38). The power-oriented incest is.characterized
by exproitation and coercion. rt usually ínvorves one

sibring, often an older brother, initiating the incestuous

acts. The nurture-oriented j-ncest, by contrast, exists with
mutuar sibling consent. This form of incest is typified by

the sibrings clinging to one another in an effort to guard.

against their empty or troubled famiry mil-ieu. whether

nurturing or aggressive in nature, the sexuarized relatíonship
between siblings is rnotivated by different needs and a result
of different sibring characteristics. The sources of this
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motivation may be the need to realize some emotional needs,

the end-product of sexual arousal, ot the fulfillnent of

sexual needs which have been obstructed by alternative

avenues.

According to Heiman (1988) motivation, in and of itself,

is not adequate enough to explain the incest. Consistent with

Finkelhorts four pre-conditions for sibling incest, Heiman

(l-988) suggests that internal inhibit.ions must be overcome in

order for the motivation to abuse to be fulfilled. Heiman

(l-988) states that Itin sibling incest, the development of

impulse control and the establ-íshment of norms for sexual

behaviour are strongly ínfluenced by the structure and

dynamics of the nuclear familytt (p. 1-40) .

Smith and Israe1 (L987) studied the dynamics of 25

farnilies in which sibling incest manifested itself. In their

study, they found three dynamics idiosyncratic to the sÍbling

incest family, namely, 1) distant, inaccessible parents; 2)

parental stimulation of sexual cl-imate in the house; and, 3)

farnily secrets and extramarital affairs.

Distant, inaccessible parent(s) in which an apparent

sense of parental guídance or role-modelling is nebulous or

non-existent is a dynamic often identified in families of

sibling incest. "Sibling incest is an effect, not the cause,

of family fragi'mentationrr (Srnith and Israel I L987 r p. 105) .

According to Bank and Kahn (1982, cited in Smith and Israe1,

L987) | rrincest is more likely to occur if there is parental
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neglect or abandonment, as brothers and sísters turn to each

other for comfort, nurturance and identity, or as a rneans of
expressing rage and hurt" (p. 105).

rndividual intentions within the sibrings incest farnity
must be exprored, however, these motives should be examined

from a perspective which incl-udes the family constellation as

an entire unit (srnith and rsrael , LggT) . Meiselman (Lg7B,

cited in smith and rsrael, rggT) states that there are likely
several personalíty types and family corlectives which

predispose siblings to incest. Justice (ag7g, cíted in smith

and rsrael, l.987), however, asserts that ttsibling incest does

not represent so much a certain type of personality on the
part of the brother or sister as it does a certain set of
conditions in the family and characteristics of the parentsrl

(p. 105). one such parental characteristic in the snith and

rsrael study (1987 ) is that of a rigid and puritanical mother.

rn this situation, it wourd appear that a sexualízed climate
in the home is non-existent, hovrever, the study found that
through rrexcessive repression, childrents interests in the
forbidden may increase" (Smith and Israe1, 1_987, p. 105).

Excessive repression can spur reberlion and promiscuity
amongst siblings and thus create an environment for the
children to sexualize their relationship. A more prominent

condition in sibling incest families, ho\,rrever, is that of
sexuarly suggestive parental activities which can be

overwhelming and confusing to young, impressionabre children
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viewing the activities. Whether a result of extremely covert

sexuality or a result of overt sexuality wíthin the familial
environment, viewing sibling behaviour as imitative, as

stímu1ated, and as reactive to actions performed by adults

provides a more complete account and explanation for the

sexualized behaviour often occurring between siblings.
The third dynarnic characteristic of siblíng incest, cited

in the study compiled by Sinith and Israel (L987), inctude the

fanily secrets both within the fanily and outside of the

marríage. The authors found some overlap with the more

typical father-daughter incest and sibling incest, the most

noteworthy being the intergenerational element of prior
incest. In their study, 722 of the sibling incest families
had mothers or fathers who had been sexually abused as

children.

According to Snith and Israel (t987) | 762 of the cases in
their study of sibling incest revealed the. presence of

extramarital affai-rs. This is in vital contrast to the more

widely studied dynarnics apparent in father-daughter incest
where family members rrmost often exist within a closed-door,

intrafarnily structure . and those fathers are often
perceived as lacking the confidence to venture outside the

home to meet sexual or emotional needsrt (p. l-06) . The parents

of children who are engaged in sibling incest, on the other

hand, appear to be somewhat different and the presence of the

extrarnarital affair dynamic is quickly becoming |tone of the
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key indi-cators of the possible presence of sibling incest in
the family" (Snith and Israel , L987, p. l-07) . Under such

conditions involving extramarital liaísons, children fear
family disintegration. In the midst of a parental affair,
Itthe siblings colluded to be intimate and sexual with one

another in an attenpt to keep the system together, or, better
yet, to insure against being left completely and utterly alone

should it collapsett (Srnith and fsrael , LgB7, p. j-07).

Ironically, this collusion, whether exploitive or nurturant in
character, often forces the children to participate in an

environment of family secrets. rrThe cycle is vicious and

repetitive; their secretive consÍgnment often takes place

alongside an interwoven myriad of other family secretsrt (smith

and Israel, L987, p. 1-07).

Snith and f srael (L987 ) caution against 1urnping al_1

categories of incest together, including blanket hypotheses

about assessment and treatment.

When examining the concept of incest as a symptom of
family dysfunction, it is necessary to focus on

characteristics of individual fanily members, including their
dynamic interactions with one another which serve to
predispose a farnily to incestuous invorvement. rt, therefore,
becomes inperative for researchers and clinicians to further
examine and understand more about the sociar situation of the

child, siblings, mother, and. father of the incestuous famiry.
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This task is, no doubt, an enormous, complex undertaking,

which is not the primary purpose of this particular chapter.

Even though numerous factors intertwine to produce an

environment in which intrafamilial child sexual abuse occurs,

the focus of the remaÍning chapter will centre almost

exclusively around an exploratj-on of the dynamics specific to

the non-offending parent, whom in many cases tends to be the

mother of father-daughter incest. This will include the non-

offending parentrs personal characteristícs, her reaction to

the crisis of disclosure, and finaIly, to the social networks

commonly characteristic of these women.

In recent years, increasing attention has been paid to

the role played by the non-participating or non-offending

member of intrafamilial child sexual abuse. This member is

frequently but certainly not always, the mother in father-

daughter incest. In the literature, the mother is often

designated as the rrmost culpable individual either through

default or through direct involvementrr (McIntyre, 1-981-, p.

462). Some of the earlier clinical literature describes the

non-offending parent as being the prirnary cause or facilitator

of incest, based on four ideas:

(1-) she is the cornerstone of a pathological
family ì (2) she is psychologically disturbed
herself; (3) she does not fuIfilI her role as a
wife and mother because she is a poor sexual
partner; she reversed roles with her daughter and
deliberately leaves or escapes home through work;
and (4) she is collusive in providing opportunities
for the incest to occur, pushing both husband and
daughter ínto it, and then turníng a blind eye
(Cammaert, 1-988, p. 3l-l-) .
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Some of the recent clinícal- literature from the feminist
perspective argues that incest, and the roles of mothers in
the incestuous farnily, can only be understood through an

examination of patriarchy. This approach suggests that it is
the patriarchal culture which sets the stage for the
occurrence of incestuous acts.

An incestuous assault from the feninist perspective, is
defined as:

any manual, oralr or genitat sexual contact or any
other explicitly sexual behaviour that an ad.u1L
farnily member or older sibling imposes on a chil_d
by exploiting the child's vulnerability or
powerlessness (McIntyre, l_981_, p. 465).

The feminíst approach suggests that therapeutic
intervention with the mother should include a recognition that
incestuous assaults serve to enforce male dominance within our

society. This approach views incest as another form of
violence against r¡Jomen and children in a patriarchal society,
and as a result, the oppression of women must be considered

when examining intrafamilial child sexual abuse as a social_

probJ-em. Thus, in contrast to more traditionar approaches,

the feminist perspective advocates that tmale supremacy ís the
cornerstone of the pathological family systemr (Mcrntyre,

1981, p. 466).

cammaert (1988) suggests that the status of r¡/omen and the
status of the marital relationship are two factors which may

possibly explain the behaviour of non-offending mothers. The

status of women in incestuous faniries have been reported in
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the literature as possessing extremely traditional views of
marriage. They perceive their husbands as head of the

household and view themserves as the one responsibre for the

success of the marriage. They also tend to believe that
keeping the marriage together is best for their children.
Escape is not an option, given the strong puII to keep the
fanily united at all costs. As a result, they often chose to
be involved in either a passive-dependent or passive-

aggressive relationship (Groth, lgï2, cited in cammaert,

1988). These r¡romen are considered unusualry oppressed., even

under patriarchal standards.

The second factor explaining the non-offending motherrs

behaviour as mentioned by cammaert (l-9BB) is the status of the
marital rerationship. rncongruent role expectat.ions deverop

as a resurt of a strong traditional val_ue placed on rnarriag:e

and family, as well as, the lack of personal skil-rs required
to achieve such a rerationship. Men are thought to be

powerful and dominant, hohrever, their weakness becomes quite
visible. The hromen, on the other hand, are supposed to be

passive and dependent, however, the strength required ín their
roles of ensuring family unity is enormous. From a broader

perspective, therefore, the role of marriag'e in the larger
society should be considered when examining and interpreting
the behaviour of non-offending mothers. Reposa and zuerzer
(l-983, cited in cammaert, l-9BB) suggest that adults within
these marital relationships often possess overwhelming needs
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for worth, nurturance and contact, and as a result, are often
unable to successfully negotiate a strong, wel1-defined

marital coalition.
Consistent with systemic thinking, Camnaert (l_9BB)

proposes that there is an overwhelrning ttinequarity in the
power balancert (p. 3t7 ) within the marital dyad of the
incestuous family. Finkerhor (l-9Bl-, cited in Russell, 1994)

puts forth the view that rtabuse tends to gravitate to those

relationships having the greatest power differentiar, so the
child sexual abuse represents unequal sexual power and unequal

generational povrer.rf The marital dyad also displays unequal

sexual power and unequar generationar powerr âs the presence

of male supremacy often has the woman being vj-ewed and treated
as the child

within the immediate famíIy unit, Finkerhor (L978) also
suggests examining the following dimensions: a familyrs
attitude toward sexuality; the actuar sexualization of
rerationships withín the family; and, the degree of respect a

family has for sexual boundaries and personal autonomy.

cammaert (l-988) arso frames the non-offending motherrs

behaviour in terms of being a strength, as she draws upon the
survival skills within her repertoire of available coping

mechanisms. Basically, the author points out that non-

offending mothers hord the famiry together, thus ensuring the
continuation of farnily equilibrium and eriminating the threat
of fanily disintegration. The threat of fanily disintegration
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\¡rould be perceived as catastrophic and crisis-producing for
these families.

once the incestuous secret is revealed to the outside

world, these families are often thrown into a state of crisis
of one degree or another. one possíble state of crisis may be

triggered through recognition that one belongs to a family
where children are not protected. As a result of this lack of
protection and safety, exÍsting interpersonal rerationships
within the family unit are challenged and shaken. Farnily

members may then experience the dísclosure as an internar
threat to the present farniry stability following the
realization that children are open to 'tattack traumat from

within their family; the very setting they trust to fulfill
their safety needs

Farniry members may also experience a sense of crisis with
the progression of the investigative process. rmposed

involvement by child welfare and raw enforcement personnel

present an external threat to the present family stability and

structure. The t'institutionar traumat experienced by farnily
members with the intense intrusion of outsj-ders onry further
serves to shake the family stabirity and their existing sense

of their right to farnily serf-determination. Rigid farnily
boundaries have been permeated, and contror, which is key to
the existence of these farnilies is either reduced or removed.

Typically, this contror and much of the decision-rnaking power

is taken over by a number of authorities, including the police
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and chird protection agencj-es. Feeling pohrerress is a normal-

response to an event over which they have litt1e or no

control. The discl-osure can become even more traumatic for
the fanily members if their expectations following disclosure
differ from what actually occurs. Their sense of
powerlessness is accentuated as they experi-ence a series of
events being set into motion over which they have no control
(Cashmore and Bussey, 1,987) .

This is consistent with Maddock's (l-988) point that
stopping the abuse may be one of only many changes likely to
occur following the disclosure. other unexpected changes to
the incestuous family structure and organization may include:
parentar divorce, foster care for the child t ot the father
being forced to leave the home or possibly facing a period of
íncarceration.

sexual victinization and the subsequent discrosure is no

doubt a stressful event which alters the homeostatic balance

of the family and its members, interrupting the familyrs
present coping rnechanisms, which are frequently dysfunctional
in nature (Howze and Kotch, l-994).

The function served by the intrafamirial chird sexual

abuse and the reactions and events following the crísis of
disclosure can be understood using the conceptual framework of
crisis theory.

According to Caplan (IgS4, cited in Brockopp , 1-973) |

there are four erements to the crisis period.. The first
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element involves the personrs response to the critical

situation and the ineffectiveness of their present coping

behaviour to resolve the discornfort and return to a state of

equilibrium. The result then becomes anxiety, increased

activity and disorganization. The second stage is

characterized by the lack of success in resol-ving the problem

through familiar coping mechanisms. As the problem still

exists, the person becomes increasingly more tense and

disorganized. In the third stage, the person reaches a point

of tension whereby he/she is forced to tap into additional

resources, both internal and external. By doing this, the

person may experience the problem as reducing in íntensity as

new problem-solving skills are used; the problem may then be

viewed in a nevr way which results in the person solving it or

giving up and withdrawing. The fourth stage is reached when

the problern still exists as a result of not being solved by

available coping techniques or because the problem has been

avoided by the person. During this stage, major personality

disorganizat.ion occurs whereby a person may completely give

up, withdraw, attempt suicide or become psychotic.

According to Caplan (1954, cited in Brockopp, 1973), it

is hypothesized that an individual is normally in a state of

psychological equilibriurn, meaning there is a balance between

inner tension and outer stresses. In this state, there is a

sense of oners life being under control and somewhat

predictable.
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I{hen faced with a problem, people may become upset, but
are usually able to access previousry learned problem-solving

behaviours in order to cope and reestablish a state of
homeostatic balance. Í,Ihen these previously learned coping
behaviours are not successful at restructuring a personfs

life, a state of crisis may resurt as the event is experienced

as emotionally hazardous.

Brockopp (1973) defines a crisis as being,
an intolerable situation which must. be -resolved,
for it has the potential to cause the psychological
deterioration of the person. It is important to
remember that a crisi-s does not mean an individual
is confronted with a totally new situation, rather,
a crisi-s is more likely to be a situatíon in which
a previously tolerable set of circumsLances is
suddenly, by the addition of one other factor,
rendered wholly intolerable. One new event sets a
whole new set of events into motion. The crisís,
however, is not the situation, itself, but thepersonrs response to the situation (p. 90).

rnitially, the person feels a sense of ambivalence,

unsure of where they stand relative to the problem and

uncertain of what to do in order to return to .. homeostatic

state. Therefore, depending on how the event is perceived,

the crisis state can be viewed as an opportuni-ty or as a

danger. The uncertainty and discomfort created by the
disequilibrium results in an atrnosphere ín which the person is
vulnerable and highly susceptible to suggestions and direction
which are deemed by the person to be helpful in the area of
reintegration and probrem resolution. The ultimate goal for
a person in crisis is a return to a state of equilibriurn
(Brockopp, 1,973).
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According to Brockopp (7973) | the criticalness of the

crisis state depends on a number of factors,
(1) the lifestyle and character structure of the
individual; (2) the quality and nature of previous
situations with which the individual r¡ras
confronted; (3) the amount of support that is
given to the individual during the crisis; and, (4)
the personrs ability to respond to the crisis
situation without disintegration (p. 91).

Given all of this, a person, following the crisis, ilây return
to a level below their pre-crisis level of functioning, equal

to their 1evel of functioning prior to the crisís, or they may

reach a level which surpasses their pre-crisís level of
functioning.

Incest is often conceptualized as a defense against loss

and as a process of tension reduction (Myer, t-985). The

disclosure of intrafamilial chitd sexual abuse is an event

which is experienced as emotionally hazardous to the basic

structure and social- context of the farnily. According to
Maddock (1-988), the disclosure of incest and its aftermath,
trtypically maintain one of the basic boundary violations in
the incestuous family: intergenerational boundary diffusíontt
(p. 2L2) .

According to Larson and Maddock (i-996), denial, which is
a protective coping mechanism, is common in abusing fanilies
of all types. A family may be thrust into a state of crisis
when the incestuous secret is revealed to someone outside the

family system and/or is presented to be dealt with openly

within the fanily system itself. rt is common for the crisis,
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itself, to result in further denial- as the fanily members join
strongly and rrclose ranksrr, thus becoming rremotional

fortressesrr in order to resist change. The cost of this
deniaÌ, hov/ever, is fanily flexibility (Machotka et âI.,
1"e67).

The disclosure then, becomes the hazardous event which

the famiry perceives as a threat. one of the reactions to
this precipitating event is to re-group, attempt to revive the
previous mode of farnily functioning and return to farniliar
behaviour patterns. Once the initial crisis begins to
subside, family members often tend to minimize and rationalize
the entire situation surrounding the event (Anderson and

Mayes | 1-982) .

According

motherrs role
to

in
Machotka et al. (L967), the non-offending

this process ís often one consisting of
denial. This denial is often provoked by guiIt. as well as by

the unfamiliar and uncomfortabre change wíthin the faníry
functÍoning and interactional patterns which wourd be

necessitated by the disclosure. Therefore, the sexual abuse

and subsequent disclosure is a stressful event which changes

the homeostatic bal-ance of the f arnily and its individ.ual
members, including the non-offending mother, as it interferes
with familiar coping mechanisms which were previously deerned

to be effective (Sesan et aI., 1986).

The non-offending mother is often faced with loyalty
issues which also adds to her crisis experience. she is
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frequently put in a position of deciding whether to side with
her daughter or whether to side with her husband. she is not
abre to do both, which is in direct confrict with her

traditional task of keeping the rnale/femare rerationship and.

the family unit as a whol-e together. As a result, her low

serf-esteem, passivity and dependence make it very difficult
for her to effectively support and protect her chirdren,
especially since this would require her to act against her

spouse, and ultimately, to act in opposition to the famitiar
family structure, styre and communication patterns which

presentry exist (cammaert, l-988). This is particularly true
for women r¡¡ho are emotionally, economicarly and physically
dependent on their husbands.

The crisis of disclosure is a traumatic and uncomfortable

period for the non-offending mother as her effectiveness as a

mother and wife is being challenged. At the same time,
demands are being made of her to make choices and to behave in
v¡ays v¡hich are inconsistent with, and. fal-r short of , the
coping skilrs presentry within her repertoire (Mcrntyre, 1981-;

Finkelhor, 1-984).

Províding crisis intervention at the tirne of disclosure
is appropriate as there exj-sts much anxiety and

disorganization. rt is al-so at this time that ind.ividuars are

vulnerable and more open and amenabre to accepting direction
and arternatives to problem-solving (Brockopp, Lg73; sesan et
â1., 1-986).
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The needs and treatment issues for the non-offend.ing

mother at this tirne are many. rt is important, therefore, to
have a professional whose role is very separate from those

investigating and gathering data in the early stages of the
crisis (sesan et â1., l-986) . Anderson and Mayes (i"g}2)

suggest that the lack of crarification of rol-es amongst

professionals invorved only serves to confuse the fanily. The

professional, whose role is very separate from investigation,
should respond to the emotionar needs of the non-offending

mother. rnitially, this can take the form of just being with
the mother and listening to her story in an unpressured

manner. she should be encouraged to ventilate her feelings
about the present situation and her ambivalent feelings toward

her husband and child shoul-d be normalized. After all, she is
often being asked to support one of the people she loves,
while at the same time, withdrawing support from another l_oved

family member. rt is normal for these mothers. to vacillate
back and forth and according to Anderson and Mayes (1-gg2),

they need to be encouraged and supported very early oD, to
realj-ze that only by supporting their daughter can they hope

to regain an opportunity at restructurinq a healthier form of
family life.

rt is important for the professional involved at this
stage of the crisis to be supportive and nonjudgementar. rt
is normal for many of these mothers to blame themselves for
not pickj-ng up on the clues given off by their daughters, ot,
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they may even blame themselves for not doing more to ensure

that the farnily functioned in a manner which elirninated the
possibility of incest occurring. These intense feelÍngs of
guilt must be alleviated and put in their proper perspective.

Anderson and Mayes (]-982) state that it is important to inform

the rnother that the child is not necessariry irreparabJ-y

scarred for life and that her support and perhaps some

professionar counselling, can resurt in a healthy outcome for
the child.

The mother must be helped to understand that the adult
male is solely responsible for the sexual abuse. It is
important to explore the mother I s experience within her or¡/n

fanily of origin. If she, herself , \,ras sexually or
emotionally abused, this may have important irnprications which

can be connected to her present feelings and reactj-ons tov¡ard

her daughter, spouse, marriage and farnily. rt is quite likeIy
that this rnother is facing many new responsibilities as a

result of the disclosure. Depending on the particular
situation, a non-offending mother may be faced with
financially supporting and parenting her chirdren, as werl as

running'a household alone, applying for public assistance and

securing legaI advice (Anderson and Mayes, L}BZ).

Given the disruption in the homeostatic barance of the
farnily system, a treatment intervention involving, rimmediate,

active and direct therapeutic invorvement, faciritation of
expression of af f ect, emotional- support, coglnitive
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understanding of the event, education, problem-sorving and

prevention pranning for the futurert is strongly recommended

(Aquilera, Messick and Farrell, t97o¡ Burgess and Baldwin,
198i-; cited in Sesan et al., 1986, p. j_39).

cammaert (i-998) advocates building on the non-offending
rnother I s survival skills as well- as improving and adding to
the effective coping skills available to her. some of these
skills include: Itthe abirity to provide more effective
protection for her daughter, more behaviours conducive to
increased serf-worth and independence for herself, and skills
to hear the mother-daughter split that may have occurred" (p.

318). The author suggests that individual and/or group

therapy can assist the non-offending mother in understanding

the dynamics associated with chird sexuar abuse. These

treatment modalities can also be the context in which mothers

begin to understand the írnportance of assigning responsibility
to the offender as well as understanding their daughter's role
in the abuse as that of an innocent victirn and not as a

rrseductive rivalrr. Dealing with these issues within a

therapeutic context is an opportunity for the mother to begin
deveJ-oping strength enough to protect herself and her children
as well as repairing the emotional relationship between

herself and her daughter.

Apart from the Ínvol-vement of professionals whose role j-t

is to work with incestuous families both during the crisis of
disclosure and in a long-term treatment capacíty, there are
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longitudinal studies which have identified the importance of
social support networks as a predictor of emotional adjustment

following a crisis (Kess1er et aI., l-985).

Using a structural- definition, Salzinger et aI. (1983)

state that the social network is rra set of connections among

persons (network members) who are defined to an initial person

(respondent) and who are connected either directly or

indirectty to that respondent" (p. 69). The network develops

as a result of cornmon activities and ideas including shared

values and interests, which link individuals together.

The social networks of natural- support systems contain

both fanily members and peers. rrfntact normally functioníng

networks are generally considered to serve a norm-enforcing

functiont' (Cubitt, 1-973i cited in Salzinger et al., 1993, p.

69). The role of fanily support seems to differ from that of
neighbours and friends during and following a crisis.
Neighbours and friends tend to be used more for emergiency

situations and short-term needs, while famiry are more often

turned to for long-term support (Saulnier, I9B2).

According to Gottlieb (1981-), social supports serve a

stress-buffering rore. rt is hypothesized that they provide

resources needed to successfully deal with stressful
situations and the emotional upheaval often attached to them.

I'Differences in the size, density, composition, and stability
of peoplers rpersonar communitiesr have implications for the
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quality, diversity, and reliability of the support avail-able

to themrt (p. 28) .

The network, itself, contains clusters of individuars
which provide the rrrespond.entrr with dif f ering amounts of
sociar access to network members serving a variety of
functions. Typically, the connections whích exist among

network members within clusters are often denser ín nature
than those between crusters. The weaker connections which

Iínk clusters pray a key role in the development and

maintenance of the network, and, as a result, in the type of
support they offer, and the influence which they exert
(Salzinger et aI., 1993).

Garbarino and sherman (l-980, cited in salzinger et al.,
l-983) state that social isolation and insularity are often
characteristic of maltreating parents. salzinger et aI.
(l-983) hypothesize that,

deficient social connections fail to provi-de
parents with appropriate feedback foÈ theirj-nteractive behaviour with their children, with
models for alternative ínstrumental behaviours, or
wittr positive reinforcement sufficient for changing
their behaviour (p. 68).

salzinger et aI. (t-993) propose a moder in which the
social network serves a mediating role between an individualrs
contact i^rith the cornmunity and the context of the larger
society. The social network provides a means for which

information, attitudes and values can be t,ransmitted.
Furthermore, the social network is a vehicle for providing an

individual with feedback, reínforcement and models of
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behaviour. In this model, the authors are cognizant of the

fact that although social networks can provide physical and

emotional- support, âs well as act as a defense against the

effects of stress, these very networks can also be a source of

stress.

Kessler et aI. (1985) state that the research may suggest

that the rflack of social support may play an important part in
the development and course of psychotherapyrr (p. 547).

According to the authors, past research tends to focus on the

recipient of support rather than the provider and the

transaction which occurs between the two. Coyne et aI. (1,984¡

cited in Kessler et ê1., 1-985, p. 548) state that rrthe complex

causal web that links support and psychopathology can only be

unravell-ed if we focus attention equally on providers and even

more importantly on support transactionsrr.

Seagull (l-987) points out that social network theory

assumes that the network will promote and supp.ort prosocial

behaviours, however, depending on its specific values,

attitudes, coping styles and experiences, a given network may

just support anti-social behaviour. The author also balances

the benefits which are possible through the involvement with
oners social network, with the costs often associated with
this involvement. That is, support cannot be received without

risking the cost of rejection, betrayal, and dependence.

Therefore, instead of making a blanket-statement that social
networks are always supportive in nature, the potentiar costs
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shoul-d be weighted against the potential benefits of these

involvements.

According to salzínger et aI. (i-993), the structure of
the network strongly influences the degree to which

information is distributed and the ease with which it, ís
passed from one part of the network to another. The ease with
which information is transmitted within a sociar network is a

direct function of the rrinterconnectednessr among the people

or sub-groupings within a specific network. rnsularity,
therefore, is defined as a rack of connectedness among various
people or subgroupings in a network.

since child sexual abuse and child maltreatment and

neglect are not explicitly sanctíoned by the community and

rarger society, salzinger et al-. (1993) suggest that its
persistence is a result of the positive feedback for the
behaviour from iinmediate network members, which is strong:er

than the negative feedback which may be derived from the
larger, more extended network. rt is arso less Iikely that
alternative types of behaviour both for coping and interacting
are being transmÍtted from the extended network to the
respondent(s). Feedback from the more extended network is
important as it is through this transmission that individuals
obtain new information. since the extended network is ress

likery to hol-d aL1 of the same values as the immediate

network, it is less likely to 'share the long-term constraints
of the same social contextr' (p. 70).
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The study done by Salzinger et aI. (l-983) examined the

relationship between child maltreatment and the extent to
which rnothers are socially j-solated or insulated from others.

It was found that these mothers had smaller networks,

partícularly with respect to peer connections, and spend less

tine with members of their network. These r¡romen vrere also

found to be more insulated as their sub-networks r¡rere less

connected. This has some important inplications as it is less

likery for new information and models of behaviour to travel
from one sub-network to another. Rather, a motherts

relationship wíth a mernber of one sub-network is not IikeIy to
be infruenced by her relationships with members of another

sub-network.

Since contact j-s fairly linited to immediate f amily,

incongruous input from members of a more distal peer network

is less likely. Their patterns of interaction within the

family unit are more likely to be resistant to.change, since

social- contact is lirnited to the irnmediate fainily network who

tend to share the same values, attitudes and ideas. Their
insularity seems to function to separate their social
behaviour at home frorn their contacts with others in their
network, particularry peers and extended farnily members. As

a result, these mothers are lacking the feedback about their
behavioural and emotional interactions with their families
which many other mothers may receive. The authors hypothesize
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that the isolation and insularity is partly reflective of a

deficiency in their social skills.

Finkelhor ( l-978 ) identif ies the j-solated incestuous

subculture as being one of six factors sígníficant in the

etiology of incest, the others being: the personal

characteristics of the offender, the roles of the mothers, a

milieu of abandonment, poor fanily sexual boundaries, and

opportunity factors. With respect to the isolated incestuous

subculture, Finkelhor (1978) states that there are three areas

of possible causality which must be disentangled. The first

view sugigests that rr incestuous subcultures may take a less

restrictive view of incestuous behaviourtt (p. 46). The second

view suggests that perhaps incest results from poverty and

other family pathology, while the third view is that the

I'isolation in which these farnilies tive may insulate them from

the scrutiny of public view which may act to enforce incest

taboos in less isolated communitiesrr (p. 4?. This is

consistent r¡/ith Larson and Maddock (l-986), who state that

sexuality within these famities is typically characterized by

rroverly rigid social boundaries which prevent appropriate

information exchange with, and consensual validation by, the

farnilyts social environment regarding sex-related beliefs,

atÈitudes and valuesrr (p. 32).

Polansky et al. (1985), in studying neglectful mothers,

found that they are in greater danger of beíng shunned by

their neighbours and community due to the disapproval of their
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parenting styl-es. These vromen tended to be cut of f from

helping networks which survive on mutuarity. Factors rerated.

to their lack of participation incl-uded character traits such

as self -derogation, shyness, fear of i_ntirnacy, and

abrasiveness. The neglectful- mothers vrere seen as in need of
help more often, hov/ever, r,¡ere less often identified as people

to turn to for herp. since participation in a helping network

is based on reciprocating favours, the neglectfur mothers were

identified as being at a disadvantage.

Garbarino (1-989), cited in polansky et aI. (l-9g5),

suggests that a family which is unstabl-e wilr stil1 continue
to provide reasonably good care for its children if it, lives
in a supportive setting. rf, on the other hand, the setting
is non-supportive, a family will rrcrumbret und.er stress, and.,

as a resurt, the lever of chird care will deteriorate.
According to Poransky et al. (l-995), the neglectful women

appeared to have an impoverished environment, folrowing which

they cite Garbarino (1-980, p. 26) as saying nsocial

impoverishment denudes life of supportive relationships and
rprotectiver behavioursrr. rt would seem that the major

difference between neglectful mothers and non-neglectful
mothers in this study is the emotional support experienced by

the non-negrectful mothers and their relative tack of
lonel-iness. The key then becomes the nurturer also being

nurtured.
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Polansky et al. (1-985) contrasted neglectful and control

families in the area of loneliness and isolation. The authors

hypothesized that,
(1) neglectful mothers experienced and will express
more feelings of loneliness; (2) parents in
neglectful families are more isolated from helping
networks; (3) parents in such families are more
socially isolated in general í (4) children in
neglectful families are also more socially
isolated; (5) neglectful families live ín less
supportive environments; and, (6) the exclusion of
neglectful parents from helping networks is due, ín
part, to their being assessed as unlikely to
reciprocate help (p. 39).

The authors found that the neglectful mothers did

experience more loneliness than their control counterparts,

and that they found themselves wíth a linited number of places

to turn to for assistance and information. It hras

hypothesized that the isolation experienced by these v¡omen T¡ras

possibly a result of being rebuffed, or perhaps that ttit night
reflect longstanding character problems by which they push

people away despite feeling lonelyrr (p. 45).. The authors

suggest that by not participating in reciprocity, these women

are either not included in a network , oy, if they are

included, they are soon dropped. It was also found that the

chil-dren of negrect were more isolated than the other control
chíldren. Thus, in their study, Polansky et al. (i-985) found

that neglectful mothers t{ere l-ess embedded in helping networks

of an informal- nature than other poor rural $¡omen in the

control- category. Both their ecology and their 1ongstanding
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character problems facilitated experiences of isol-atj-on and

feelings of loneliness.

Another study done by Polansky (1-985) suggests that
neglectful- women involved themselves with their children as a

buffer against loneliness. fn part, âs a result of the

loneliness, these women also tended to remain in unfulfilling
and abusive relationships with men. In this study, the author

studied the ecologies of neglectful families and tested the

hypothesis that neglectful fanilies v¡ere objectively more

isolated and subjectively more lonely compared to others with
similar life circumstances. The hypothesis that these mothers

vrere more lone1y was supported by the findings. Sources of

Ioneliness r¡rere grouped as being either characterological or

situational in nature. The author sug'gests three influences

on the loneliness experienced by neglectful mothers:
rrenduring traits or character, life mishaps, and the setting
in which the mother lives, her ecology" (p. g). polansky

(l-985) concludes that a supportive environment assists in the

prevention of loneliness. The findings revealed that maternal

loneliness $¡as negatively associated with their estímate of
the degree of friendliness and helpfulness of their
neighbours, incruding the perceived availability of ernotional

and instrumental support. Given this, polansky (l-985) found

that it was the quality of the contact that the women had with
their networks and not the size of the network or frequency of
contact which was significant in understanding their
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loneliness. It was also found that the quality of the

relationship between the women and their partners affected

levels of loneliness, in that, those v/omen who were more

satisfied with their partners expressed being less lone1y. It
\,\ras also found that women in the control group v¡ere more

likely to make a conscious effort to confront and master

feelings of loneliness, hrhereas, neglectful mothers tended to
withdraw socially and were less like1y to turn to a friend in
order to cope with the loneliness.

BaIIew (l-985) emphasizes the importance of examíning the

role played by natural helpers in the lives of potentially
abusive families. This examínation íncludes whether a social
network resource exists and how they can best be accessed and

util-ized. BalIew (1985) distinguishes between formal and

informal helpers. Formal helpers include agiencíes and

professionals, while ínformal helpers include relatives,
friends, self-help groups and volunteers. The author

describes formal helpers as being inhibited by agency policies
and regulations, whereas, informal helpers are more

spontaneous and flexible in meeting individual needs. The

author goes further to defíne informal helpers as being

composed of natural helpers and volunteers. Natural helpers

are those persons who had a relationship with the fainily
independent of the identified probrem areas, while vorunteers

are those persons who r¡/ere strangers until their assistance

was required foll-owing the identification of a problem.
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According to Ballew (1-985), an assessment of a personrs

social network should be conducted since at some level, and to

some degree, there witl be some type of involvement in oners

ecological context. The author embraces the notion that,

. for better or vrorse, natural helpers are on
the scene long before service workers and wiII be
around long after the workers exit. ff there is a
recognition by workers of the natural helperrs
involvement, the potential to make hin or her an
even more valuable resource is created (p. 4O).This
approach is consistent with much of Polanskyrs
(L979; 1985) findings which reinforce the
importance of obtaining aholistic view of an
individual within their ecological context when
examining the nature of child abuse.

Unger and Powell (l-980) address this same concept in

their rropen systemsrr perspective which views the farnily as

embedded in a social environment. Each member of the fanily

has a personal network, which taken collectively, constitutes

the family social network. The authors also comment on a

person/familyrs natural tendency to initially access informal

resources even if formal organizations exist which serve the

identifíed problem. Advice is usually sought beginning with

fanily, friends and neighbours, until it becomes necessary and

possible for one of these groups to refer the fanily to a

formal helper.

According to Unger and Powetl- (1980), social networks

provide three types of resources: instrumental aid; emotional

or social support; and referral and information. They state

that fami-l-ies access different members of their social- network

depending on what i-s needed. They advocate the position that
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each group (i.e., kin, friends, neighbours) provides a unique

type of assistance/support which trsupplementsrr the

assistance/support given by another group within the more

global network. As a result, one group does not rrmake uprr for
the lack of support provided by one of the other groups. The

authors also refer to networks as evolving, with not all
mernbers being active. Much of oners network may be dormant,

only being activated and mobilized to provide aid during a

stressful situation. Once the stress subsides, these network

members may be in abeyance.

The authors reínforce the importance of asking, Itunder

what conditions are social networks a means of support?rl

(p. 571,), as opposed to asking rrwhether social networks

provide supportrt (p. 571,) .

This requires taking into account the

ínteractive process of the fanily member (i.e., the
cultural values, views of costs) in need of aid in
relation to social networks (i.e., availabitity and
frequency of contact, reciprocal relations) and the
situation involved (i.e., type of crisis, aid
needed) (p. s71) .

Salzinger et aI. (1983) suggest that professional

invoÌvement alone is probably not enough to create behaviour

change and, more importantly, to rnaintain this change. What

is needed in conjunction with the professional intervention is
an enhancement of the natural- extended social networks which

these mothers and their farnilies as a whole seem to lack.

This enhancement also has inplications for the children in
these fanilies. These children are more likely to receive
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other adult input as to socialry acceptable behaviour, and,

thus, a possibre distorted perception may be challenged and

altered. This is just one area where the enrichment of a

social network can assist in interruptíng the risk of victirns
developing behaviour patterns similar to those found in their
parents, and thus, risking history being repeated in the next
generation.

According to polansky et a1. (l-985), enrichment of social
network with these famiries requires the penetration of the
psychological wal1 separating these fainities from potentialry
supportive network members. The authors recommend

professional invorvement in order to achieve this goa1,

especially since these faniries wi11, in aIl likelihood,
remain isorated and IoneIy if they are left to their own

devices. rn order to arreviate this Ìoneriness, polansky

(1985) suggests "artificially-injecting support networks in
the form of mothers groups, parent aides and volunteer
visiting programs" (p. 14 ) . potansky et aI . ( i-985 ) suggest
that these forms of involvement will also assist these mothers

in developing trust and in learning to participate ín
reciprocating relationships with others.

These types of support are helpful at the onset, however,

in order to deal with the loneliness on a more permanent

leve], Poransky (l-985) states that these mothers must work at
overcoming ttfears of closeness, of having nothing to offer, of
líving in a dog-eat-dog worrd, as werr âsr gaining social
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skills by which she can better reach out to othersr (p. t4).
Fina1ly, since there seems to be an overwhelning

agreement that intrafamilial chird sexual abuse is a comprex

social problem, it would only seem appropriate and sensibre to
examine these famiries within their socj_al context - includ.ing
the nature and function of their social networks.
rntervention should, therefore, occur on a number of IeveIs,
including: the individual lever-, the fanily system revel, and

the social network level_.
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CHAPTER 3

PRÀCTTCUIÍ SETTING

lrlhile obtainÍng ny Master of Social Work d.egree, f vras

working as a cornmunity Mental Health lvorker in carman,

Manitoba. As a professional care-giver to persons in rural
communities of south central Manitoba, r T¡ras invited to
participate in the three year Health and lrlerfare canada

project, rrTreating Sexual Abuse in Rural Areasil (Adkins, 8.,
Trute, 8., MacDonald, G., McCannell K., Herbert, C., HiII, 8.,
and Scuse, D., 1-991-). The purpose of this project T¡/as to
design, irnplement and evaluate a coordinated treatment

approach of cases of alleged intrafanilial chitd sexual abuse

which rÂrere referred to chird and Farnily services of south

central Manitoba and Eastern Manitoba. For purposes of the
project, south central Region of Manitoba was the test area

while Eastern Region of Manitoba v¡as the comparison area.

My rore in the project was incorporated into a practicum

where r functioned in the capacity of Lhe parent support

worker for south central Region of Manitoba. A ferlow M.s.w.

student participated in a practicum as the parent support

$Torker for Eastern Region Manitoba. A social I¡Iorker with a

B.S.I^I. functioned as a back-up parent support !.Iorker in cases

v¡here there was either a language barrier or during times when

there v/as a sudden influx of referrars in either the

comparison or test area.
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The Parent Support Worker role was created in conjunction

with the service in order to provi-de brief counselling to the

non-offending parent(s) at the time of disclosure where there
had been an allegation of intrafamilial child sexual abuse.

For purposes of the project, intrafamilial child sexual abuse

refers to child sexual abuse where the perpetrator is a blood

relative or a person in a position of trust, including step-
parents, step-siblings, relatives, neighbours and babysitters.

It has been ídentified that in cases where there is a

disclosure of intrafamilial child sexual abuse, non-offending

parent(s) are frequently lost in the shuffle and propelled

into some form of crisis. During this time, there is often

minimal support and direction from professionals whose primary

rore it is to attend to such issues as investigation and child
safety.

The fundamental purpose of the Parent Support lrlorker,

therefore, \,üas to províde short-term crisis counselling
excl-usivery for the non-offending parent(s) of intrafamilial
child sexual abuse. In cases of father-daughter incest, the

non-offending parent was the mother, ra/hereas, in other forms

of intrafamilial child sexual- abuse, both parents or

individuals functioning in a parenting role received service
from the Parent Support lVorker.

In the rol-e of the Parent Support Worker, I saw a total
of thirteen cases throughout a fourteen month period. Of

these thirteen cases, four of the allegations rnrere of step-
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sibling nature, four involved a father, one involved an uncIe,

one involved a grandmotherrs common-law partner, and three

involved persons in a position of trusted friend. The

majority of the non-offending parents were seen at the Mental

Health office in Carman, Manitoba. Two were seen at the Child

and Family Services office in Winkler, Manitoba, and one was

seen in the family home.

The number of sessions varied between three and nine,

with each session lasting any where from one to two and one

half hours. The tine between sessíons averaged one to one and

one half weeks.

My role as the Parent Support lrlorker was to provide

crisis intervention to the non-offending parent(s), including
assisting them in resorving family difficurties that were a

consequence of the allegatÍon of child sexual abuse. This

included providing support at the time of disclosure,
assisting in developing'more functional method.s of problem-

solving, addressing issues of safety and dealing with
overwhelming feelings of confusion and uncertainty, disbelief,
fear, anger, guilt, sadness, betrayal, and loss of control.

A variety of treatment outcome measures v/ere selected as

appropriate and desirabre for administration to the non-

offending parents consenting to participate in the study.

These measures v/ere valuable in assessing the individual and

sociar functioning of the non-offending parents of
intrafamirial child sexual abuse at various times during the
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díscrosure and treatment phases. Two of these crinj-cal
measures, the rmpact of Event scale (r.E.s. ) (Horowitz, vüilner

and Arvarez, 1,979) and the brief version of the Beck

Depressi-on rnventory (Beck and Beck, Lg72) were administered
at the onset of service with the parent support litorker (T1) .

These same measures hrere re-adrninistered following a six to
eíght week invorvement with the parent support service (T2)

and again at approximatery eight months following involvement

in the treatment process (T3).

The rmpact of Event scale was usefur in examining the
degree of post traumatic stress disorder affiliated wíth the
disclosure of intrafamilial chird sexual abuse. This scare

was particularry beneficial as its two subscales, Avoidance

and rntrusion, allowed for the distinguishing of responses to
the disclosure. That is, it was possible to examíne how much

thoughts about the disclosure intruded on the non-offending
parentrs cognitive functioning as werl as how frequently they
consciously avoided dealing with the disclosure and the
irnplications arising as a result.

The brief version of the Beck Depression rnventory vras

selected to measure level_s of depressive symptomology being
exhibited by non-offending parents. This aIl-owed. for the
examination of their l-evel- of psychological distress at the
tine of disclosure (T1), forlowing crisis service from the
Parent support !{orker (T2) and approximately eight months

after treatment had begun (T3).
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Along with the Impact of Event Sca1e and Beck Depression

Inventory, síx other measures hrere adrninistered at the onset

(r1) and at two other intervals (T2 and T3) if the clinician
deemed that it would not impede the clientrs progress in
treatment nor serve as a barrier to attending to the needs of
the client from a treatment perspective. That is to sây, it
was clearly understood that the clientrs treatment needs took
priority over research being conducted.

The other six measures which assisted in assessing and

understanding the psychologicar and social functioning of
these familíes included: 1) the u.c.L.A. Revised Loneliness

Scale; 2) the Brief Family Assessment Measure (III); 3) the

Auchenbach scale; 4) the colorado child Ternperament rnventory;
5) a Social Network assessment measure; and, 6) a Socía1

Desirability Scal-e.

For the purposes of this practicum, the Social Network

measure was used to coll-ect information on social network size
and dimensionality (types of social support). Dimensionality

was divided up into rrchores/tasksrr, I'social activitiêstt,
ttr,rlorríesrr, trdecisioDS,,, llemergenciesrr, and tladvice/

informationrr. Non-offending parents participating in the

service hrere asked to identify by first name onry famiry
members, friends and professionar caregivers who were

available at the onset of their invorvement with the parent

support service and whom fanily members could turn to for
assistance. Descriptive inf orrnation r¡ras col-l-ected on the
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net\¡rork members who vrere identif ied, including their
relationship to the non-offending parent, their gender, how

often the non-offending parent had contact with them and how

long the non-offending parent had known the person. The

parent was then asked to state whether they would turn to the

individuals they identÍfied on the measure for: 1) help with
chores, 2) involvement in social activities, 3) discussion

about worríes, 4) help with making rnajor decisions, 5) aid
during times of emergency, and 6) for advice and information.
Following this, non-offending parent was asked to specify
which individuals they felt ernotionally crose to. Finalry,
the non-of fending parent v/as asked to id.entify from the
persons listed on the measure, those individ.uals who knew

about the recent disclosure of sexual abuse within their
family. As previously nentioned, the needs and welr-being of
the non-offending parent superseded the goal of obtaining any

empirical measures.

Barry Trute, âs my faculty advisor, provided cl_ínical
supervision for the cases r was j-nvolved with. supervision
took place bi-weekly either at the university of Manitoba or

at the cornmunity Mentar Health office in carrnan, Manitoba.

Attending the supervision sessions v/ere Barry Trute, Faculty

Advisor, the M.s.w. student participating as the parent

Support lrlorker in the comparison area, and. myself , âs the
Parent Support $Iorker in the test area.
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Participating in my practicum committee r¡/ere ceorge

MacDonald, South Team Supervisor, Child and Farnily Services

CentraÌ Manitoba ¡ Líz Adkins, Co-Principal Investigator for
the project; and Barry Trute, Faculty Advisor and Co-Principal

Investigator for the project.

Throughout the practicurn experience, I had hoped to meet

at least four personal learning needs. These learning needs

included: íncreasing ny skills in the area of crisis
íntervention; gaining a better understanding of a familyts
response to an allegation of child sexual abuse; acquiring a

better understanding of a familyts social network resources

and how these may help or hinder in the crisis resolution at
the tine of disclosure; and, developing a better understanding

of how Menta1 Health Services can participate in collaboratíve
and effective intervention and treatment of child
intrafamilial sexual- abuse.
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CHÀPTER 4

IN\TOLVEUENT WITH THE PARENT SUPPORT SERVICE

The Parent Support Service was developed following the

acknowledgement that inmediate crisis services available to
non-offending parents at the time of disclosure are minimal or

non-existent. rt is well recognized that the investigative
process resulting from a disclosure is a rengthy frightening
procedure, which often leaves farnily members not only

vurnerable but in a state of linbo pending the outcome of
investigatj-on. rt is not unconmon to find mental health
treatment for fanily members being withheld or delayed pending

the investigative outcome of the police and child welfare
authorities. Farnily members, who very early on feel
uninformed or unsupported as a result of tt ínstitutional
traumarr forlowing the crisis of discrosure, rây crose ranks by

restricting conversation with rroutsid.erst who are attempting

to offer treatment. Rearizing it is during a crisis state
that individuals are vurnerabre and highly susceptible to
suggestions and directj-on, it has become clear that a gap in
service exists in terms of irnmediate crisis counselling and

support for non-of fendj-ng parents. rrnmediate service at the

time of dj-sclosure may be an intervention which would

counteract the rrcrosing of rankst and defensive stance many

parents feel is necessary in order to best meet the familyrs
needs during a time of fanily instabirity and uncertainty.
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Within the demonstration project, "child Sexual Abuse in

Rural Community Settings", the Parent Support Vüorker position

was established in an attempt to fill thÍs void and create a

bridge between the investigation and treatment of

intrafamilial child sexual abuse.

Referrals to the Parent Support Service came directly

from the Investigative lrÏorkers of Child and Family Services of

South Central Manitoba (test area) and Eastern Manitoba

(comparison area) in consultation with their ClinicaI

Supervisor. The referrals v¡ere made as soon as deemed

appropriate following the actual disclosure of an alleged case

of sexual abuse, and subsequent to obtaining inforrned, written

consent to release a name and telephone number. After

receiving the referral, the non-offending parent(s) were

immediately contacted by telephone and a first appointment was

arranged. The time frame between thís initial phone contact

and the actual- first meeting ranged from one tg five days.

The initial goal of the Parent Support Worker ulas to

develop a milieu based on trust with non-offending parent(s)

referred to the service. This was accomplíshed by rendering

a position that Ì'/as non-judgemental, open, safe, and genuine.

Clear ef forts r¡tere made to demonstrate a capacity and

availability for listening, validating, and providing advice

and information.

It quickly became clear that following the disclosure of

sexual abuse, the non-offending parent(s) r¡rere thrust into a
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rrworld of unknov¡nsrr. That is to sêy, they v/ere unsure of what

would happen next, what they could or should do for themselves

and their family in order to rrsurvive the crisisrr, who they

should talk to when and about what, and what it would take for
this crisis to be resolved.

Many of the non-offending parents v/ere cautíous at the

outset, not knowing what to expecL of the Parent Support

lr7orkers. They later stated that they anticipated being blamed

or interviewed further about the allegations. When it r¡ras

explained to thern that the Parent Support Worker T¡ras there
just for them and would not be reporting to anyone unless

there v/ere further disclosures of abuse, many parents r¡/ere

amazed, some became tearful. A statement made by several non-

offending parents was rrthere has never been anyone there just

f or me. rr

Developing a level of trust with the non-offending

parent(s) set the stage in which to assist them. in rnitigating
the degree of situational stress being experienced by not only

themselves, but by the victim, as well as any non-offending

siblíngs living in the home. By doing this, a process of

exploring and amending the safety plan for the victim and any

non-offending siblings $/as facilitated thus abating further
victinization. This process was even more crucial in cases

where the alleged offender remained in the home following the

disclosure; whether the offender was a sibling or an

adult/guardian in a position of trust.
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A more globaI goal of the Parent Support lrlorker involved
promoting a level of individ.ual and fanily adaptation that
wourd be functional given the recent discrosure of chird.
sexuar abuse. This also requi-red taking ínto account the
implications the disclosure had for individual family members,

as well as for the entire family unit living in the context of
a community that frequentry ostracizes farniries who are
propelled into this type of crisis.

Basic to the examination and faciritation of more

functional- individuar and faniry adaptation was the
identification, exploration, and. enhancement of both
psychological and social- coping resources availabre to the
non-offending parent(s) at the time of disclosure.

The disclosure of alleged sexual abuse clearly rocked the
delicate family stability. rt became necessary to examine the
non-offending parent(s) subjective interpretation of the
situation in order to understand the degree.of irnpact or
crisis and subsequently, to impart the appropriate focus of
support and intervention by both formal and informal helping
networks. This required examining each case on an individual
basis beginning with the identification of what kind of crisis
hras being experienced. An indepth exploration and

understanding of what the non-offending parent(s) perceived as

being the most threatening elernents of the situation provided

information about the parentrs thought process and coping

mechanisms given the disclosure, as welr as idenÈified
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potential areas creating the stress which served to maintain

the crisis state. It was not enough to assume that the

disclosure of sexual abuse r¡/as the crisis event for these

parents and their families. For some non-offending parents,

the crisis state rt¡as associated with the intensive and

intrusive j-nvolvement by the police and the child welfare

agency. For other parents, the crisis state r¡ras linked to

their fear of the family break-up following the disclosure,

either as a result of children being apprehended or

perpetrators being incarcerated. Many non-offending parents

$¡ere in a state of crisis following the disclosure as they

anticipated the reactions of farnily members and friends and

the implications this would have for their existing social

support networks. Thus, one of the key elernents very early on

in the work with the non-offending parents involved developing

an authentic appreciation for the parentrs subjective

interpretation of the situation, including perçeived threats

on an individual and family IeveI. Knowledge of the parentts

subjective interpretation of the experience províded

information as to the inmediate individual and farnily needs

from a crisis intervention perspective.

Non-offending parents were not necessarily prepared to

develop a trusting relationship with the Parent Support

Worker, ât least not until they had a clear understanding as

to the role of the Parent Support !{orker and the purpose of

the Parent Support Service. As previously nentioned, a key
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element which needed to be communicated to the parent(s) was

the notion that the Parent Support Worker v¡as there as a

support and resource for the non-offending parents only, and

that this did not involve having a role in the investigative
process. That is to sây, the role of the Parent Support

Worker was based on a position of therapeutic neutrality.
This role was supported and respected by professionals in
positions of investigation, child protection and law

enforcement. It v/as stated clearly to the parents at the

onset, that all information shared wíth the Parent Support

lrlorker woul-d be kept conf idential unless they granted

permission to share information. The exception to this
confidentiality pertained to any information regarding a

further discl-osure. Some parents struggled with the notion of

such confidentiality and cl-arity of boundaries, however, with

some discussion, reassurance, and time, these parents v/ere

very responsive to the opportunity and effectively utilized
the support and resources available through the Parent Support

Service.

As mentioned previously, it v¡as important to gain an

ar¡¡areness of the parentrs understanding and ínterpretation of

the situation. It vras important early on to discover the

parentrs reaction to the disclosure and whether they believe

their child. If they vrere finding it difficult to believe

their chil-d, it was irnportant to explore the variabl-es which

were blocking their ability to do so. For some of these
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parents, their ov¡n victimization as children irnpeded their
ability to belj-eve or be avaj-labre for their chirdren. rf
unable to believe their child, it was even more important to
examine the inpact this crisis had on the existing
parent/child rerationship and the amount of support and safety
the parent could provide the child and other siblings in the

home.

A clear message had to be given to parents d.espite

whether Èhey believed their chird or not. The message vras

that the Parent support vüorker was not in a position of
determining whether the abuse had occurred and despite the
rrtruthrr a serious statement v/as being made suggesting some

significant problems within the farnily.

Time was spent exploring what impact the disclosure had

on the child and what resources and support the chird need.ed

from the parents following the disclosure in order to feel
safe and ef f ectivery deal with the recent individ.ual and

farnily upheavar. specific options were explored with the non-

offending parents regarding responses to their chirdfs
reaction, questions and concerns regarding the discrosure in
order that the parents could be positive resources to their
children. Parents saw this as varidating since their rore as

parents vrere not completely dismissed following the intrusion
of the Iaw enforcement and child welfare authorities.

The Parent support l,Iorker, therefore, was availabl-e as a

resource strictly for the non-offending parents to assist in:
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understanding the crisis of disclosure;

planning for the childts safety from further

victimization;
exploring the impact of the dj-sclosure on individual

farnily members and their interactions with one another;

understanding the rol-es and process of investígation and

early treatment;

learning to work more effectívely with the professionals

involved with their farnily since disclosure;

developing more functional methods of problem-solving to

begin creating an acceptable level of individual and

family stability; and,

7) to address overwhelming feelings inctuding disbelief,

confusion, fear, gui1t, sadness, anger, betrayal, and

loss of control.

It was necessary to examine the primary sources of these

overwhel-ming feelings. As previously mentioned, it was not

sufficient to assume that the act of disclosure itself was the

threat. Sorting through the emotion to understand the root of

the threat, allowed for an understanding of how much of the

crisis was connected to the rrattack traumarr and how much was

attached to the "institutional traumarr (frute, 8., Adkins, 8.,

MacDona1d, G., Vaughn-Jones, G., and Fedoruk, T., In Press).

This knowledge and understanding played a significant role in

the focus of intervention.

3)

4)

5)

6)
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Appropriate intervention could only fo11ow a thorough

assessment of the non-offending parentrs existing
psychological and social coping resources. An awareness of
their avaj-rable coping resources provided knowredge regarding
strengths and shortcomings on individual, family, and sociar
spheres. This knowledge T¡tas then used during the brief crisis
counselling to begin facilitating more functional responses to
the crisis, to secure a safety pran for the chirdren in the
home, to deal with questions and reactions not onry of their
own, but by the family, friends, and persons in the community.

A primary goar of the Parent support vüorker was to garner

an af¡rareness of the informal networks unique to each non-

offending parent and to understand the role they presentry
hold in either aiding in the crj-sis resolution or fueling its
continuation. A more global goal was to deverop a fravour for
the types of social support networks characteristic of non-

offending parents of intrafamilial child abuse.and moreover,

the views held by these parents regarding who they approach

for what type of assistance. A distinction also need.ed to be

made with respect to trperceived social supportr and ractual

social supportrf . rrPerceived social supportrr refers to the
subjective view herd by an individual- about the quality of
actual support they berieve is being provided to thern by

members of their social network. trActuar social supportrr is
a measure of persons who provide tangible resources to an

individual. These resources can incrude such things as actual
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assistance r¡/ith chores and tasks, the provision of advice and

information, aid during times of emerg'ency, assistance with
decision making and personal worriesr âs well as involvement

in social activities.
The Parent support lrlorker arso functioned in a role as a

liaison person between the Child Welfare fnvestigative Workers

and the murti-agency case Managers responsible for overseeing

indívidual and farnily treatment pIans. The rnvestigative
$Iorkers conducted their investigation of the arlegation while
also referring the non-offending parent to the parent support
service. A case Manager v¡as assigned shortly thereafter
drawing on local community treatment resources to ensure that
a treatment pran was put in place for the farnily and its
members. Actuar longer term treatment was not fu1ly initiated
until the non-offending parent had terminated wíth the parent

Support Iüorker.

At a point of preparing for terminatio4, the parent

Support l{orker notified the Treatment Coordinator whose role
it. v/as to participate as a leader in promoting the
coordination of services to family members. The Treatment

coordinator would then secure the services of a case Manager.

At that point in time, information about the case wourd then
be shared with the case Manager at a scheduled meeting with
the Treatment coordinator, the rnvestigative worker and in
some cases, the Parent support worker. From this, the case

Manager would contact the family and a treatment plan wourd be
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implernented. The Parent Support Worker would have terminated

service with the non-offending parent but would be available

to províde information to the Case Manager as deemed

necessary.

This chapter has outlined the purpose of the Parent

Support Service and the role of the Parent Support lrlorker.

Efforts were made to identify specific goals during sessions

with the non-offending parents as well as common themes and

issues arising with these parents at the tine of disclosure.

The following chapter is an overview of specific
dimensions of social support networks and a sense of their
availability to the non-offending parents participating in the

service. Fol-lowing this panoramic discussion, a more indepth

examination of two cases from a social support perspective

will be considered. Some discussion will also ensue about

perceived versus actual social support as noted from the non-

offendingi parents' vantage point
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CHAPTER 5

SOCIã,IJ SUPPORT NETWORKS OF NON-OFFENDING PARENTS

ÀN OVERVIEII

The examination of child sexual abuse from a holistic
perspective should include an assessment of the non-offending

parentrs social network particularly since informal helpers

(relatíves, friends) are involved with the fanily long before

formal helpers (agencíes and professíonals) and will be around

Iong after they leave. Social networks províde three types of

resources: instrumental aid, emotional or social support; and

referral and information (Unger and Powe1l, l-990).

The exploration of social support networks is an integral
part of examining responses to child sexual abuse. It is
particularly important given that tthealthy coping strategies

include: problem-solving abilities, the availability to
recognize and utílize social networks and the degree of

religious beliefs" (Trepper and Barrett, l-996, p. 22). It is
these coping strategies that appear to separate out incestuous

families from those farnilies who are considered highly
vulnerable but who do not participate in incestuous acts.

Social- Network measures were completed in fult at the

onset of service delivery by 33 consenting families frorn both

the test and comparison area.

Through examining the responses to the Socia1 Network

measure, families in which a child had been sexually abused
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appear, overall-, to have smaller social networks. Non-

offending parents in the comparison area on average,

identified having contact with five fanily members while non-

offending parents in the test area identified an average of
six fanily members. For purposes of this project, ttfamily

memberrr refers to any person within ones nucrear or extended

fanily systern. on average, non-offending parents in both the
test and comparison areas identified having regurar contact

with four friends. The friends v¡ere individuars whom the non-

offending parents felt they could turn to for various types of
assistance.

At the time of disclosure, non-offending parents from

both geographical areas identified having contact with two

professionals on average.

Non-offending parents did not appear to make any clear
derineation about which family members they go to for which

type of heIp. That is, many of the non-offending parent,s

identified spouses, children, siblings, and parents as people

they wourd turn to for assistance in chores/tasks, for rnaking

decisions, for discussing worries, for obtaining advice/
information, in emerg'ency situations, and for sociar
activities. rn many cases, there did not appear to be a clear
hierarchial delineation between what adults and chiJ_dren,

nucl-ear and extended family members v/ere accessed for. This

may in part be reflective of the enmeshrnent known to exist
within incestuous farnilies (Larson and Maddock, t-986; Kerr,
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1981-; I^Ii11, l-983). This enmeshment is a functíon of the

emotional isolation characteristic of individual fanily

members of incestuous families. The inplicit and explicit

rules about needs being met within the context of the

immediate f ainily system ultirnately results in the closed

family unit becoming highly autonomous. This strong existence

of autonomy "limits opportunity for growth and renewal,

producing a certain scarcity of resources while fosteríng an

inappropriate over-dependence among family members . rr

(Larson and Maddock, 1-986, p. 28).

When non-offending parents identified friends whom they

felt they could turn to for assistance, it also appeared that

the friendship networks of these parents r,/ere limited in size

and availability for social support. rrsocial activitiesrr ï¡ere

identified as the dimension most sought from friends, while

the ttdiscussion of issuesrr v/as the dinension least sought from

friends. Many of the non-offending .parents had

indiscriminantly told people about the disclosure and did not

find their reactions to be helpful while others had not told

any supportive friends of the stress being experienced by the

fanily foll-owing the disclosure of their child being sexually

abused. These are two possible responses to the crisis

following the disclosure. Some parents closed down without

reaching out to any member of their network for support, while

others share information about the discl-osure without prior

thought being given to the reactions of others and the
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implications for themselves and the child victim. This was

often an area of discussion during the sessions with the

Parent Support Vùorker as parents found themselves avoiding

contact with friends because they hlere uncertain how to tell

friends of the disclosure and even more apprehensíve about

their possíble reactions following the nevls. The extra energy

required to avoid contact with friends as well as fabricate

stories to circumvent the truth from friends only served to

increase the stress and add to the secrecy. Several parents

who had told the story indiscríminantly, v¡ere concerned about

the immediate and longer term irnplications of their actj-ons.

The non-offending parents r¡/ere relieved to teII their story

and rel-ay their feelings about the discl-osure to someone who

would be nonjudgemental and supportive. Many parents wanted

to teIl a close friend however, were unsure about how to do

that or what to expect in return.

During the sessions with the Parent Suppgrt lrlorker, a

plan was developed to include what friend(s) should be to1d,

how to teII them, what reaction to expect and how to deal with

this. Some parents were given the option of inviting their

frj-end to a session so that support could be provided to both,

however, none of the parents decided to partake in this

option. Most of the parents completed this task on their own

following some role-playing with the Parent Support Worker.

These parents vrere surprised by the amount of support they

received from the friend they chose to tell in a planned
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manner. This support served to ease some of the stress they

had been experiencing as well as instill hope and begin to
improve their sense of self-worth given the positive
experience which had occurred.

Non-offending parents on averag:e, identified having

contact with two professionals at the time of the disclosure
of child sexuar abuse. These professionats frequently r¡/ere

family doctors, ministers, J-awyers, âs wel-l- as professionars

invorved with farnily members as a result of the dÍscl-osure.

Most parents identified their doctor and minister as being

individuals who could provide advice and information, support

around major decisions, and opportunities to talk about

worries and concerns.

A croser examination of the size and dimensionality of
individual socj-a1 network measures over tirne (T\ | 12, T3 ) , did
not indicate any substantive change. This could be due in
part, to the relatively short duratíon of the. study, since

significant shifts in onefs social support network tend to
occur over a long period of tirne. A lack of shift may also
speak to the closed system typified in incestuous families,
where rigid social boundaries make it difficult for nev¡

resources to penetrate. rt is al-so quite possible that these

parents are more prone to being shunned by their neighbours

and community due to the disapproval of their parenting

styles. Polansky et aI. (l-985), in studying rneglectfu]-

mothersrr, found that these mothers tended to be cut off from
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helping networks which survive on mutuality. Factors related
to their lack of participation j-ncluded character traits such

as self -derogati-on, shyness, fear of intimacy, and

abrasiveness. since participation in a herping network is
based on reciprocating favours, the negrectful mothers r¡¡ere

identified as being at a disadvantage. The rigid and social
boundaries characterized by incestuous families make it,
difficutt for family members to link up with nel,'¡ supports and

participate in the process of recíprocity which serves to
facilitate the development of long term sociar support

resources.

Although there v/as no change of substantive significance
in the support networks identified by the non-offending
parents at T1-, T2,or T3r ân examination of the responses to
items on the social network measure on more of an individual
basis reveal-ed small changes over time. Arthough it is not
possible to state that these small changes are.in any way, a

resurt of outside intervention, âil ilrustration of some of
these changes may be of interest.

Between the time of disclosure and terminating
invorvement with the parent support hlork (TL - 12), some smarl

shifts occurred in who s/as identified as a support for what

type of heIp. For example, ât Tz (subsequent to the parent

support services) numerous non-offending parents identified
using more family members as resources when rmaking

decisionstt, tttalking about worriest and rrgaining ad.vicer.
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Most parents continued to include famity members as persons

accessed for social activities. Overall, there appeared to be

a greater use of discrimination with regard to who vras

selected as a resource for advice and information and

decision-making.

At T2, friends appeared to be sought more frequently for
emergencies which is more consistent with Saulnierrs (1982)

findings that neíghbours and friends tend to be used more for
emergency situations and short term needs, whíIe family
members are more often turned to for long-term support.

Several parents identified an increase in the number of

friends they could turn to at T2. This included an increase

in the number of friends they could turn to for advice and

information, decision-rnaking and discussing worries. One

variable which remained consistent through T1- , 12, and T3, hras

the identification of primarily same gender friends. That is,
non-offending mothers identified female friends while non-

offending fathers identified male frj-ends.

At T2, non-offending parents continued to identify their
physicians and ministers as sources of support. At 12,

however, nost non-offending parents include the parent Support

worker and the child and Family services Abuse rnvestigator as

people they fel-t they could turn to for information and

advice, âs wel-l as for discussion of worries and decisions

needing to be made.
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Between the time of disctosure and the completion of the

one year term of the service (13), several non-offendíng

parents identified an increase ín their use of farnily members

for help in areas such as rremergenciesrt, rr\,'/orriesr,

Itdecisionstt, rradvice and informationrt. Some parents increased

the number of family members identified, thus moving outside

the nuclear family and more into their extended family.
From the tirne of disclosure to the completion of the one

year service, several non-offending parents identifying having

a few more friends they would turn to for help in areas of
emergencies, talking about worries, and gathering information.
rt became clear through dj-scussion that there was limited
interconnectedness among the people or sub-groupings within
the social networks of these parents. Few were weII

acquainted, rather most only had the non-offending parent as

their cornmon thread. This is consistent with the findings of
salzinger et al. (l-983), who examined the relationship between

child maltreatment and the extent to which mothers are

socially isolated or insulated from others. rn the salzinger
et aI. ( l-983 ) study, it v¡as f ound that those mothers had

smarler networks as welL, particularly with respect to peer

connections and that they spent less time with members of
their network. I{omen were found to be more insulated as their
sub-networks were less connected. This has some irnportant

implications as it is less rikery for nev¡ information and

models of behaviour to travel from one sub-network to another.
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A motherrs relationship with a member of one sub-network is

not likely to be influenced by her relationship with members

of another sub-network.

At the termination of the one year servÍce (T3), numerous

non-offending parents tended to identify on averag'e, one more

addition to the category of professíonals whom they felt they

could turn to for assistance with worries, decision, and

obtaining advice and information. These professionals became

involved as a result of the dísclosure and ít is unclear how

long they would remain involved as part of the non-offending

parentrs social network once this issue was resolved.

In summary, it is clear that the non-offendíng parents

consenting to participate in the service hrere found to have

small, sparse social networks. The size and dj-mensionality of

the social networks identified by the non-offending parents

participating in the service did not change substantively over

the course of the study.
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CHÀPTER 6

CASE STUDY #1

IIN'OTVEUENT IN TIIE PÀRENT SUPPORT SERVICE ÃND

AN EXA!{INATION OF THE SOCIAL NETWORK

Cathy, age 7 years, r¡/as adopted at a young age by Lori,
a single parent in a community where she is a professional.

Lori has a 1-5 year o1d son, Steven, and a 21, year o1d

daughter, Amanda, from a previous relationship. Amanda has

been attending a University in Eastern Canada for the past

three years and does not live at horne. Cathy disclosed that

Steven had been sexually abusíng her over a period of time.

Cathy has a history of previously being sexually abused prior

to coming to live with Lori and Steven. Lori, herself, has a

history of being sexually abused by members of her own fanily
of origin, none of whom presently live in the same

geographical area as Lori and her children

Lori was referred to the Parent Support lVorker by the

Investigative Worker of Child and Family Services very early

on following the disclosure and concurrent to the ongoing

investigation. The facilitation of this early referral
resuLted in the Parent Support l¡Iorker having contact with Lori
at a tine when she was in a state of crisis. This meant that
Lori entered sessions with the Parent Support Irlorker at a tine
when she was amenabl-e to the acquisition of new information,

ideas and resources. This was important as T,ori had already
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experienced the ineffectíveness of her existing coping

behaviours in an atternpt to resorve the discomfort being

experienced followi-ng the disclosure. An ínability to resolve
this discomfort resulted in increased anxiety on Lorirs part.
This anxiety forced her into increased activity in search of
skills to manage the critical situation of discrosure and

feelj-ngs associated with it. Lori stated that rgiven her own

childhood victirnization, she tried to raise her son in a way

such that this would never happen againt. The shock that this
courd have occurred in her f arnily gi-ven what she had

experienced in her own chitdhood only served to result in
further disorganization as Lorirs familiar coping skírls were

relatively unsuccessful in resolving the problem.

Lorirs coping skilrs at the time incruded becoming more

authoritarian, controlling and rigid with family members in an

effort to regain stability within the family. Lori was also
incrined to cope by withdrawing from any support.s she inay have

in an attempt to deaL wíth problems trbehind cl-osed d.oorsn and.

avoid jeopardizíng her role as a professionar in the
community. rn this particurar instance, it shourd be noted.

that Lori was fully engaging and cooperative with the police
and child welfare authorities and that her withdrawing to deal

with the problern rrbehind crosed doorsr included. only those

members of her informal network.

one of Lorirs many strengths Iay in her ability to
berieve cathyts disclosure and seek outside help for all
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family members. cathy stated that she was not betieved when

she disclosed being sexuarly abused as a child and given that
a disclosure v/as now being made in her ov/n family, she was

going to act differently than her own parents did when she

disclosed. Lori stated that 'r never thought this wourd ever

happen in my farnily, but given my experience as a child in my

own family, r know itts not impossible - thatrs why r believe
cathyrr. As the disorganization increased, tension reached a

point whereby Lori was forced to tap into additional resources
to address the problem. she was most vurnerabre and amenable

to outside information and assistance during this time.
rt v/as at this tine of vurnerabirity, that the

rnvestigative worker from child and Famiry services explained
the role of the Parent support I,Iorker to Lori as a neutral
counsellor who is availabre to the non-offending parent for a

six to eight week period forrowing the disclosure in order to
deal- with their feerings, concerns, and queqtions. Lori
signed the consent to participate in the service and allow the
rnvestigative worker to release her telephone number to the
Parent support vüorker. Lori v/as contacted by the parent

support I.Torker a day later and an appointment was set up for
two days thereafter.

Lori r¡¡as involved with the parent support worker for a

total of nine sessions. During this time-frame, numerous

issues created stress for Lori and for her children v/ere

addressed.
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The first task was to build a trusting relationship with
Lori so that she could feet safe to discuss her feerings and

reactions to the discrosure as well- as examine and plan for
sufficient support, both for herserf, and. her chirdren. This

trust was estabrished at the onset by creating an envj-ronment

that r¡¡as open, validating, non-judgemental, and avairable for
listening and probrem-sorving. Lori was aware that supports

were readily being put in prace for her two chíIdren, however,

she $/as not anticipating that outsj-de support would be an

option for her so soon after the disclosure. For Lori, the

inpact of the disclosure vras the I'crisist in her situation.
As previously mentioned, Lori had been struggling to resolve

the issues surrounding her own childhood victinization and had

thought that she courd prevent this from re-occurring with
children of her ol¡¡n. Lori was very angry at her son for
perpetrating against his adoptive sister and she was feeling
a great dear of guilt for not protecting cathy from being

perpetrated against a second tirne. Lori stated that she

adopted cathy with the goar of protecting her and that her

son, steven knew this and subsequently rfbetrayedfr his mother.

Lori had a great dear of guilt as she r¡/as not able to
rrsucceedrr in her ultirnate goal of protecting cathy from

further perpetration. A great deal of time vüas spent dealing
with this sense of betrayar and guilt particurarly since she

r¡/as concerned about hov¡ these feelings would impact on her

relat,ionship with both Steven and Cathy.
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The perpetration occurred within the nuclear family
system. A clear safety plan needed to be put ín place,

including the appropriate supervision of interactÍons between

steven and cathy. Lori did not feer she had outside resources

to assist in this supervision and as a result, she spent all
of her time supervising her children. This created a great
dear of disruption in her normal daÍ1y routine and

subsequentry resulted in continuous reminders of the abuse,

the guilt, and the betrayal. Lori did not want to 'forgetr or
deny the dj-sclosure, hov/ever, she did not want their rives to
be sorely consuned by the disclosure of the abuse. Lori was

also beginning to feer overwhelmed and isolated as she spent

much of her time supervising her children.
Lori r¡tas very concerned about the reactions of colleagues

as well as the smalI community in which she Iived, especially
given her rore and status in this community. Lori bel-ieved

that this gave her all the more reason to close down and avoid

involvement from any informal supports. she recog,nized. that
this dilemma r¡ras creating a bind. for her and her children such

that she was feeling increasingry more isolated and exhausted.

Time was spent exploring the long-range outcome shourd this
pattern of isoration continue. Lori decided that withdrawing
temporarily from significant social supports v/as natural,
however, she rearized that like everyone, she needed members

of a close support system to cope with the crisis she and her

children ri/ere facing.
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Prior to this discussion, Lori completed the Social

Network Measure. Her responses indicate a rel-atively sparse

social support network, particularly in the Itfamilytt sector.

She did not identify her parents as people she could turn to
for assistance because she was stil1 attempting to work

through her ov/n history of victimization and not being

believed. A great deal of tíme rÁras spent focusing on what

inpact the recent disclosure was having on her own issues of
victinization. Much effort v¡as given to assisting Lori in
sorting out her feelings and dealíng with earrier memories and

f eelings which r¡/ere being precipitated by her daughterts

disclosure.

Lori identified several sibl-ings and one set of extended

family members as people she would turn to for support.

However, she did clarify that these individuars aIl- Iíved
el-sewhere and therefore, she could only have contact with them

on an average of once per month. She felt that the geographic

distance r¡ras a factor irnpeding access to fanily support.

Another factor creating stress on the family support sector,
was the on-going conflict and divided loyalties as a resurt of
Lorirs ohrn disclosure of abuse. once again, some work v¡as

required in order to assist Lori in gaining some perspective

on this conflict so as to assist her in addressing her

daughterts di-sclosure in a more functional manner. rt needed

to be recognized that Lori would require longer term

counselling with this issue, âs this was not the purpose of
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the Parent support service, nor \,/as it a practicar- task given

the short term nature of the invorvement wíth the parent

support $Iorker. Lorj- \À/as, therefore, encouraged to continue
this work once she h/as introduced to individual and group

treatment nodalities. These treatment nodalities r¡¡ere part of
the coordinated treatment plan for the farnily which wourd be

initiated once Lori was ready to terminate with the parent

Support lVorker.

on the support Network Measure, Lori identified three
male friends and six female friends whom she felt she could

turn to for various types of hetp. she had identified arr of
these individuars as people with whom she wourd englagie in
socj-aI activities. she identified feeling emotionally crose

to all of them and felt that she could turn to all of them to
discuss worries. As mentioned, however, she did not feel-

comfortable talking to them about her worries in relation to
the disclosure. Lori also identified many fri.ends whom she

would turn to for advice and information. Although Lori
identified numerous friends, many of these friends did not
live in the same geographicar area as Lori and as a result,
contact v/as limited to several tirnes a year at best. Lori
identified two females she had contact with daily and two

mal-es she had contact with on a bi-weekly basis.
Lori admitted to having a rinited number of friends she

coul-d turn to for assistance with chores and tasks as werr as

in times of emergency. rn many rr'/ays, Lori fel-t that the
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present fanily crisis r¡¡as an emergency, and as a result of
limited resources in this area, she was feeling quite
isorated. Lori was hesitant about telring any of her friends
about the disclosure as she feared their reaction and

subsequent treatment of both she and her chitdren. Lori was

particularly concerned about the irnplications thÍs would have

for her son, Steven.

Forlowing some exploration and discussion about the
isolation and exhaustion Lori was experiencing, she made the
decision to share her story with one cl-ose friend whom she

felt would be sensitive to the farnilyrs present sítuation.
Discussion ensued about how she wourd tetl this friend; as

weII, possibre reactions by this friend \¡/ere anticipated and

pranned for. Lori came to the decision that should this
friend respond in a sympathetic manner, Lori would. rook at
accessing this frj-end as a resource in order to ease some of
the stress and isolation.

rn a later interview, Lori was preased to report that she

had shared the family's circumstances with a frj-end, who in
turn, responded in a caring, supportive and concerned manner.

This friend inqui-red about how she could be of assistance and

Lori utilized this opportunity to request herp with various
tasks and chores that were feeling insurmountable. Lori also
requested respite from supervising stevenrs and cathyrs
interactions as werl as assistance with transporting the
children to appointments. Much to Lorirs surprise, this
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friend responded most favourably to these requests and made

herself available to Lori and the children. Lori and her

friend also considered how best to relate to Steven and Cathy,

given their sense of shame and embarrassment about the abuse.

Lori described feeling very relieved to have told her story to
someone other than a professional who would be attentive and

supportive. By telling even one close friend, Lori described

feeling less isolated, Iess vulnerable and more hopeful. She

felt that she had taken steps to develop a closer, more long-

lasting friendship, something she stated, she had always

wished for. Through this discussion, it became clear that a

strong social network based on quality rather than necessarily
on size is indispensable, especially since informar networks

are in place long before, and long after formal networks

(professional, agencies) arrive on the scene.

At the onset of involvement, Lori had identified two male

and two fernale professionals whom she would .seek out for
social activities, advice and information. she identified one

professional she would turn to in order to discuss her worries
and another (R.C.M.P officer) whom she would seek out in
emergency si-tuations. All of the professionals Lori
identified were peopre invorved in her l-ife prior to the

disclosure of her daughter being sexually abused. They were

individuals with whom Lori fert connected to enough to turn to
following the disclosure. Although Lori stated that her
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contact with these professionals was sporadic, she stated that
she did find them to be helpful and supportive resources.

Lori completed the sociar Network Measure at the end of
her involvement with the parent support service (T2). when

she completed the measure the second time, she identified more

family members, friends, and professionars who hrere aware of
the disclosure of abuse. Lori stated that she felt good about

the experience of terring a fri-end and decided that she would

tell serected farnily members and friends. she found that
although, some farnily members and friends responded in a non-

supportive and unhelpful fashion, for the most part, the
response tüas considerate and caring.

At the tíme of termination with the parent Support

worker, Lori identified several more farniry members whom she

felt she courd turn to for discussing worries, decisions,
gathering advice and information and at tirnes of emergency.

she also identified many more friends she courd.access during
emergencies. Lori stated she felt more reassured and secure

knowing she had these individuals to approach in times of
emergency. At T2, Lori identified fewer friends for sociar
activities. she clarified this by saying that there was too
much to attend to with the disclosure that she was less likery
to be sociarizing at that point in tirne. she fert that
overall, she stitr had adequate resources to engage in social
activities.
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At the completion of the Parent Support Service (T2),

Lori identified turning to professionals more frequently in
relation to worries, major decisions, and advice and

information. Much of the resourcing of professionals at that
time, pertained to issues arising from the disclosure.

Lori attended nine sessions with the parent Support

I{orker, ât which time she h/as prepared to continue on with
longer term counselling for herself as well as with her

children. Farnily therapy v/as a treatment modality that would

be examined in the future following dyadic work between Lori
and Cathy and Lorj- and Steven.

The Social Network Measure was administered to Lori one

year after treatrnent had begun (T3 ) . At that tírne, Lori
identified very few famíIy members she would seek out for
assistance. she did not identify any family members who would

help with chores and tasks, very few she would look to for
advice and information, and a very lirnited number she would

discuss worries with. By far, Lori identified professionars

as the people she woul-d look to when in need of advice and

information and when preoccupied with worries.

Given that Lorirs relationship with members of her family
of origin was strained and confl-icted as a result of her

disclosure of her own childhood victinization, and did not

find overalr that her family was particurarry supportive or

availabre to she and her children. This ongoing strained

relationship only serves to highlight the importance of
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r¡/orking r¡rith all farnily members early on in the disclosure

phase of child sexual abuse. Breaking through the denial and

secrecy is the beginning point to assisting family members in
the healing process which occurs through treatment.

One year into treatment, Lori pinpointed more friends for
engaging in social activities than she did at T2. This may

speak to Lori returning back to a healthier state of

functioning followi-ng the crisis of disclosure. It is
important to note that for the most part, Lori maíntained her

social network throughout the time frame of the service. This

consistency speaks to the strength of her friendship network

even during difficult times. ft is important to recognize

that although professionals became involved with Lori and her

fanily at a tíme of crisis, it was her peer network that was

well in place prior to professional involvement. Once the

issue is considered ttresol-vedrr and family members are safe,

the professionals wíl-I withdraw service and this farnily will
be left to function in the community. In conclusion, it,
therefore, only makes sense that Lorits social network be

examined and appropriately accessed duríng the crisis phase

and subsequent treatment phases following the disclosure of

sexual abuse.
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CHAPTER 7

CASE STUDY #2

INVOLVEUENT IN THE PÀRENT SUPPORT SERVICE AND

ÀN EXAMINATION OF THE SOCTÀIJ NETI{ORK

Lisa is a six year old girl living with her biological
mother, susan. susan had been married for five years to her

second husband, Robert, and together, they had one son,

Matthew, âgê two years. Susanrs first husband, David, was

physically, emotionally and sexually abusive toward Susan

throughout their maritar rerationship. Following their
divorce, David married lVendy, who had two children from a

previous rnarriage, Justj-n, âgê fourteen, and Linda, âgê eight
years.

Lisa had been progressively withdrawing at home, spending

most of her time alone, being very quiet and presenting a very

sad disposition. susan v/as very concerned about Lisa and with
continued persistence, susan v/as able to find out what vras

creating such disturbance for Lisa. Lisa disclosed that while
visiting her biological father and his second wife, Wendy, oD

weekends, Wendyrs natural son, Justin, had been sexually
abusing her when he was reft to babysit l,isa. Al-though it was

difficult for susan, she responded to the discrosure in a very

supportive manner, reassuring Lisa that it was not her fault
and that her mother would protect her from Justin re-offending
against her.
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In a state of panic, Susan contacted the farnily physician

who assisted in reporting the disclosure of sexual abuse to
the loca1 Child and Family Services agiency.

Susan v¡as referred to the Parent Support Worker by the

Investigative lrlorker of Child and Family Servíces soon after
the disclosure. Susan r{as contacted by the Parent Support

Worker the day after the referral v/as received and an

appointment was set for a day later.
The referral to the Parent Support Service came at a time

when Susan r¡ras in a state of crisis. For her, the rrcrisisrl

was not only the disclosure but more her inability to protect
Lisa from abuse. Susan had continued to harbour a great deal

of anger toward her ex-husband, David, for his abusive

behavíour toward her and Lisats discLosure only served to
escal-ate this anger. The perpetrator was not a blood relative
and therefore, Susan did not experience the conflict of
loyalties between the perpetrator and the victi4. It was easy

for Susan to believe and support Lisa as she had no emotional

tie to Justin.
During the crisis phase, Susan struggled to deal with the

problem using her existing coping behaviours. These

behaviours included withdrawing and waiting for the problem to
pass, demonstrating her anger toward her ex-husband by arguing

with him on the telephone and through her lawyer, and. turnÍng
to her mother with the hope that she could resolve the
problem. Susan quickly experienced that these strategies were
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ineffective in adequately alleviating the discomfort being

experienced fotlowing the disclosure. Susan becarne

increasingly more anxious and it IÀIas this anxiety that

propelled her into a flurry of activity in search of a

solution.
Susan had been sexually abused in her o$/n childhood and

during her first marriage. Lisars disclosure not only made

Susan feel unable to protect her daughter, but it also stirred

up feelings associated with her own history of abuse. These

overv/helming feelings of guilt, anger, and vulnerability only

served to create further disorganization aS Susan was unable

to resolve the situation by drawing upon her familiar coping

strategies.

Susanrs most familiar coping rnechanism was to rely solely

on her mother for support, direction, and information.

Accessing her mother aS a resource was often done at the

complete exclusion of other available faníIy members and

friends. Much to Susanrs disiltusionment, her mother ra¡as

unable to relieve the stress and resolve the conflict

surrounding Lisats disclosure.

As individual and farnily discomfort and disorganj-zation

increased, Susan was forced to access additional resources in

order to attend to the problem. Susanrs strength in being

able to reach out for help when necessary was the step which

activated the introduction of resources to attend to the

crisis of disclosure. It was during this crisis state that
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susan demonstrated her amenability to change through the aid
of external information and assistance.

The Investigative lVorker explained the purpose of the
Parent Support Service to Susan soon after the discl-osure was

reported to the child vtelfare agency and she agreed that it
was a service that she could benefit from.

susan attended the first session with the parent support

vtorker by herself. During that session, she described feering
angry, 1ost, vulnerable, guilty and afraid of what would

happen next. susan also raised concern that her husband,

Robert, v¡as struggling to dear with his feelings around the

disclosure. she felt that their marital relationship v/as

under significant distress as they spent very rittle time

communicating and supporting one another during this difficult
tirne. susan r¡ras encouraged to invite her husband to the
sessions so as to address their individuar feelings and

concerns as well as their collective concerns as parents.

Robertrs employment did not make it possible for hin to attend

all sessions, ho$rever, he did participate in three of the

eight sessions.

Trust ï¡as built over the course of eight sessions as

susan and Robert experienced a neutrar counsel_Ior who v/as

genuine, non-judgemental- and supportive. Robert did adnit to
having difficulty comrnunicating with susan about the farnilyrs
present situation and several strategies were implemented to
make this process easier for both of them. They were provided
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with reading material in order to better understand their
feelings and reactions and ideas were given to reduce the

distractions which hrere impeding conversation between them.

Both Susan and Robert were concerned about what would happen

next in the investigative process. They were feeling that the

disclosure opened up a process they r¡/ere not anticipating.
They identified not feeling in control of their family, rather

they felt at the mercy of the police and child welfare

authorities. As a neutral counsellor, the Parent Support

$Iorker was abl-e to explain the process from this point forward

as well as support these parents in approaching the

Investigative Vüorker with their questions and concerns. The

parents felt more comfortable approaching Child and Fanily

Services once they had some information.

Susan decided to continue in the sessions with the Parent

Support lrTorker despite her husbandts absence. The sessions

focused on assisting susan in developing a safety plan for
Lisa and ensuring its implementation. This safety plan

included Lisa no longer going on weekend visits to her

biological fatherrs. In follo\^r up sessions, Susan stated that
Lisa demonstrated relief with knowing that this safety plan

was in place and therefore, she would not have to be in
contact with the perpetrator. Lisa did have telephone contact

with her father as this r¡/as all she felt comfortable with,
given that her biological father did not believe her.
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Efforts were made to assist Susan in resolving the guilt

she r¡ras experiencing f or not being able to protect her

daughter from the abuse that she herself experienced in her

own childhood. Extensive memories of Susanrs ovrn childhood

and marital victinization resurfaced fol-lowing her daughterts

disclosure. Knowing that she could implement a concrete

safety plan for her daughter now, did in a small way, assist
in restoring Susanrs competence as a parent. It also

empowered her to appropriately take charge of a situation in
which her ex-husband r¡/as attempting to discredit their
daughter and protect the perpetrator.

Attempts \¡¡ere made to enabl-e Susan to explore her

feelings and gain an understanding of the work stil-l- required

to reach some resolution of her own victinization. Efforts
were made to assist Susan in achieving clarity of the issues

and feelings that belonged to her with those issues specific
to her daughterts victimization. Susan needed.to understand

how her feelings toward her ex-husband impact upon her

daughter's present functioning. Susan acqui-red an

appreciation for the loyalty conflict her daughter was

experiencing as Lisa felt as though she needed to chose

between her parents. Susan realized that although Lisa was

often disappointed by her natural father, she still loved him

and h/as loyal to him. Although Susan woul-d have preferred

Lisa to have no contact with her biological father, she was
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able to move beyond her anger in order to do what r,/as most

beneficial for Lisa.

Time was spent during a session examining what Susan

perceived to be herpful behavíours by others given the farnily
stress. Susan discovered that to her, being helpful meant

that others $/ere supportive, available as good listeners, and

offered to help with the children and household activities
during times of stress. Susan realized. that other people

taking over for her by cornpleting tasks, making decisions for
her and terring her what to do, \¡/as not what she consídered to
be helpful in the long term. This came as a great surprise to
susan as this was the type of rerationship she had estabrished

with her mother.

Susan completed the Social Network Measure during the

second session with the Parent support worker (T1). overall,
her social network size hras average, however, the

identification of actual persons wíthin this network whom she

could turn to for various types of help r,'ras sparse. That is,
although the size of her network was substantial, the quarity
of these relationships was limited. This difference r4ras also

surprising to Susan. With some reflection, Susan did
acknowledge negrecting possibre resources as she conti-nuously

turned to her mother as the first and primariry the only

support person. she identified turning to her mother for
invorvement in arI areas, chores and tasks, social activities,
worries, decisions, emergencies, and when in need of advice
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and information. Susan identified three siblings and a

brother-in-Iaw as persons she woul-d turn to for assistance,

however, they were only identified as persons she would

social-ize with or discuss worries wíth. She did not identÍfy
feeling emotionally close to them and she believed that this
r,tras in part, associated with her disengaging from them when

she was married to her first husband who was abusive and who

Iímited the contact she had with her fanily. She did feel
that this T¡ras an area of her social network which could be

i-mproved.

Susan did identify her husband, Robert, âs a person she

would turn to for assístance with chores and tasks, for
involvement in social activities and for discussing worries

and making decisions. Although she fett she rrcouldfl turn to
hin for assistance in these areas, she did not believe that
she was natural-l-y inclined to do so. She did not believe that
their relationship h/as open enough to do thisr. horarever, she

assumed that if she rea77y needed he1p, she could turn to
Robert. She did not feel as though she could turn to her

husband during an emergency or if she needed advice and

information.

Exploring her relationship with Robert, Susan believed

that she shoul-d be happy with the relationship she had with
her husband because he r¡/as not physically, emotionarly or

sexually abusive toward her as was her first husband. Susan

alluded to physical abuse within Robertrs own childhood,
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although she would not confirm this. She admitted to feeling
isolated from hirn and clearly stated that given the childhood

she and Robert experienced, they were not taught to talk about

their feelings openly nor solve problems in an open manner.

A conversation about how the isol-ation can affect

individuals led Susan to contempì-ate speaking with Robert

about possibly seeking marital counselling to assist them in
better communicating and supporting one another.

Susan ídentified an aunt and a grandmother as part of her

social network, however, she did not indicate feeling as

though she could utilize them, nor did she feel emotionally

close to them. She made the decision that these were not

relationships she wanted to work on at this time.

Susan identified six female friends and one male friend
in her social network. Of these friends, ho$/ever, Susan

believed only one of them was someone she could turn to for
help ín all areas (chores and tasks, social activities,
worries, decisions, emergencies, and for advice and

ínformation). This was the friend she identified as feeling
the most emotionally close to. She pinpointed the other six
friends as people she used as resources primaríIy for social
activities. Of all her friends, Susan had told two of her

female friends about Lisars disclosure and she stated that
they responded in a supportive manner.

At T1, Susan named two professional-s as part of her

social network, her lawyer and the fanily physician. She
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believed that they h/ere two people she could access for advice

and information, when she had worries or decisions to make.

These two professionals had been consistent resources

throughout Susanrs teenage and adult life.
Realízing that beÍng helpful to her included people being

available to assist with tasks and chores as well as being

accessible to provide advice, information and a supportive

ear, Susan decided that her present relationship with her

mother was not as helpful as it could be. She was strongly

cautioned against confronting her mother with this new-found

realization especially given the crisis of her daughterrs

disclosure. Susan acknowledged that this was not the time to
jeopardize the support she r¡ras receiving from her mother.

Examining possible options resulted in Susan deciding not to
confront her mother but rather to make a more concerted effort
to utilize other family members who knew of the disclosure and

who appeared to respond sympathetically. RoIe playing and

predicting v/ere two methods used to aid Susan in developing a

plan to approach farnily members for assistance. In a laLer

session, Susan stated that the farnily members she approached

wel-comed her request for he1p. They stated that their primary

reason for remaining detached was their uncertainty about how

to be helpful.
Susan completed the Socia1 Network Measure again, one

year after treatment had begun (T3). At that time interval,
Susan identified her mother and father, three sister, and a
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brother as people she would feel comfortable seeking help from

for chores and tasks, emergfencies, gathering advice and

informatÍon, rnaking decisions, discussing worries, and

participating in social activities. It would appear that
Susan created more balance in her network without jeopardizíng

her important relationship with her mother. At T3, Susan

identified her aunt as a person she would reach out to in
times of emergency as well as at times when she required help

with chores and tasks. At T1-, Susan listed this aunt as part
of her social network, however, she did not identify her as

someone she would reach out to for aid in specific areas.

Susanrs response to identifying her friendship network

went from seven members at Tl- to five members at T3. The

quality of these relationships remained sparse as she

identified onì-y one of the five as someone she would turn to
for various types of help.

At T3, Susan identified the family physician as the only
professional she felt she could access for help. Susan no

longer accessed her lawyer as his invoLvement v/as no longer

required to deal with Susanrs ex-husband.

It would seem that Susanrs resources are primarily sought

from the farnily sector of her social network. she improved

the quality of this part of her network, hov/ever, it does not

appear to be balanced with the other sectors of her sociaL

network, namely, friendship and professional sectors. By

essentially resourcing one cl-uster of her network, susan runs
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the risk of not allowing ne\^r information to penetrate from

outside the farnily system. It is the f l-ow of thís nel¡¡

information, attitudes, and values that serves to model and

reinforce behaviours.

Susanrs network is very insulated as there is a lack of

connectedness among the various subgroupings. That is to sây,

members of her family network are not faníIiar with members of

her friendship network and vice versa. This has ímportant

implications as it, is less Iikely for nevt information and

models of behaviour to travel from one sub-network to another.

Rather, Susanrs relationship with a member of one sub-network

is unlikely to be influenced by her relationship with members

of another sub-network. Since Susants extended network is

less likely to hol-d all- of these same values as her irnmediate

network, the extended network is less like1y to rrshare the

same long-term constraints of the same social contextrl

(Salzinger et â1., p. 70) . A balance between the size and

quality of the inmediate and extended network, or the fanily

and friendship network, is paramount to the healthy

transmittal of inforrnation, ideas, attitudes and values.

Long term intervention from a social network perspective

with Susan should include an attempt to equalize the size and

quality of supportive resources from the various sub-groupings

of her social- network. Intervention may also include

facilitating further interconnectedness between sub-groupings

so as to maximize the support potential of Susanrs network.
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CHÀPTER 8

TIÍE LEÀRNING EXPERIENCE RESULTING FRO!Í

PÀRTICIPATING IN THE SERVICE

IITREATING SEXUÀL ¡\BUSE IN RURAL AREÀSII

Participating in the service 'Treatment sexual Abuse in
Rural Areasrr allowed for an opportunity to engage in a process

of imprementing and evaruating a coordinated. approach to the

treatment of intrafamilial child sexuar- abuse. More

specifically, the Parent support service was an opportunity to
provide a unique service to the non-offending parent(s) at the

time of disclosure of child sexual abuse.

offering a short-term crisis service to non-offending
parents at the tirne of a disclosure of intrafamiliar chírd
sexual abuse was an opportunity to experiment with a service
not frequently afforded to non-offending parents. Beíng abre

to offer this service to these parents was not enly rewarding

but very challenging. Although there vrere many conmon themes

when working with the non-offending parents, each referral had

its own unique characteristics, resurtíng in a need to examine

each referral on a very individual basis.

. Through the practicum experience, it \i/as hoped that at
least four personar learning needs would be met. These

learnÍng needs incruded: t-) i-ncreased skirl deveropment in
the area of crisis intervention; 2) a better understanding of
a family's response to an arlegation of intrafamiriar chird
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sexual- abuse; 3) a greater appreciation for the familyts
social network resources and how these resources may help or

hinder in the crisis resolution following the disclosure; and,

4) a betÈer understandíng of how MenLaI Health Services can

participate in collaborative and effective intervention and

treatment of intrafamilial child sexual abuse. Overa1l, the
practicum experience allowed for the successful achievement of
aII four learning goa1s.

In retrospect, those cases which r^rere ref erred to the

Parent support lrlorker sooner versus later following the

disclosure appeared to benefit most and be most satisfied with
the service being offered by the parent Support Service. It
T¡¡as arso important f or the Parent support worker to make

telephone contact and initiate a first session very soon after
receiving the referral from the rnvestigative worker at chird
and Farnily services. This is significant as it would seem

that those parents who were referred during a state of crisis,
received support and intervention at a time when they were

most open to accepting new information, ideas and direction.
This finding is consistent with the crisis theory previously

outlined ín Chapter l-.

It was necessary to develop an understanding of what the

crisis was in each situation. rt was inappropriate to assume

that the crisis was the discrosure itserfrsince for many

parents, the crisis $/as associated with the anticipated
reactions from members of their sociar network and the
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conmuníty at Iarge, while for others, the crisis was the fear
of disintegration of the family unit. An accurate assessment

of what v¡as perceived as the most threatening elements of the

situation v¡as imperative, as this assessment wourd determine

the focus of intervention. It r¡¡as not only necessary to
understand what r¡¡as perceived as the most threatening element

in the situation, but it hras also vital to gain an

appreciation for why it hras this element that was most

threatening to this parent and farnily.

Crj-sÍs intervention included Íntervening quickly at a

time when the crisis courd be utilized as an opportunity for
developing more healthy and functional coping responses. It
was important to join quickly with the parents, creating an

environment that was safe and responsive. A key el-ement in
providing crisís intervention to these parents, v/as the

development of a clear and specific safety plan, not only for
the victim, but also for the sibtings and the.non-offending
parent. Another key element in the crisis intervention was

the provision of accurate information including: normal

responses to a crisis; feelings conmonly associated with the

discl-osure of intrafamilial child sexuar abuse; clarity of
various ag:ency and professional rores and responsibirities; an

understanding of what wil-I happen next; an avrareness of what

professionals to access for what type of information; and,

information about how to respond to their own feel-ings as werl
as the feelings and questions raised by the victim, the
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victimts siUlings, and members of theír social network.

This practi-cum all-owed for a clear appreciation of the
crises experi-enced by the families participating in the
service. The practi-cum generated an opportunity to utirize
and improve upon crisis intervention skiIls.

rt was important to impress upon the non-offending parent

the notion that this service vras created so that a

professional- woul-d be avail-able just for the parent during the
difficult time frame following the disclosure. The

rnvestigative worker and the parent support lrlorker need.ed to
convey the sentiment that the parent support lriorker hras a

neutral counsellor who was not invorved in the investigative
process. once parents understood and accepted this premise,

they seemed to realize that they v/ere not going to be

interrogated nor judged. subsequently, this arlowed them to
feer safe to identify and disclose feelings and concerns

precipitated by the disclosure. This neutrality on the part
of the Parent support worker, appeared to be a key erement in
the success of the service being offered to the non-offending
parents. rt was important to be cognizant of the possibility
that the Parent Support lrlorker coul-d be triangulated between

the parents and the child welfare authorit.ies. This courd

have occurred as the parents atternpted to use any and arl
resources at their disposal in order to regain control of a

situation that, had altered the homeostatic balance of the



farnily and its members, thus

coping mechanisms.

The position
l.iorker appeared to

r.05

interrupting the farnily' s present

of

be

neutrality held by the parent Support

appreciated by the parents as indicated
by their response on the cl-ient satisfaction euestionnaire
(Appendix). This questi-onnaire was adrninistered f or
confidential completion and inail return to the research office
irunediatery following termination of the parent support
Service. Responses on the Client Satisfactíon euestionnaire
indicated a high leve1 of satisfaction with the service
provided by the parent support worker. Atl of the respondents
indicated that the service had helped them deal more

effectively with the problem while approximately three
quarters of the respondents believed that they had received
the type of services they wanted. Approximately Boå of the
respondenLs indicated that they were satisfied with the amount

of service that had been provided

The non-offending parents hrere also contacted and

interviewed by an independent, neutral interviewer
approximately l-8 months after they had received parent support
services in order to provide long term folIow up and gain an

appreciation for their feelings and attitudes about the
services they had received. Approximatery three quarters of
the respondents v/ere located f or the l_g month f orl_ow up.
Every non-offending parent indicated that in hindsight,, they
believed they had a positive relationship wíth the parent
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support lVorker and that the service they had received at the
time of the disclosure was very satisfying. one parent
commented that 'tshe fparent support worker] was somebody to
tark to, reaIIy great, helped. me to motÍvate myserfr. Many

parents stated that ttfor the first time, someone $/as there
just for meft.

These comments indicate that a strong lever of trust was

developed in a very short period of time. The development of
this basic trust was another key element to the apparent
success of the Parent support service. The discrosure j-s a

time when strong defense mechanisms are enlisted in order to
deal with the crisis. Being abre to penetrate these powerful
defense mechanisms and develop a rapport with the non-
offending parents r¡ras challenging. success in achieving this
goa1, v¡as of paramount importance to providing effective
Parent support services. rt was most j_nteresting, however, to
observe and compare those parents who hrere referred for parent

support services immediatery forrowing the discrosure with
those parents who experienced a delay between the time of
disclosure and tirne of referral-. Those parents v¡ho v/ere

referred immediately after the disclosure, hrere far more

malleabre to change through both crisis and supportive
interventíons. In situations where parents r¡rere not referred
for Parent support services immediatery, whether as a result
of complications in the investigation process or because the
abuse had occurred in the past and the perpetrator no longer
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had access to the chird and the chird v¡as not overtry
demonstrating difficulties, these parents vrere less likery to
acknowledge problems and vrere in generar, ress open to
discussing the whole issue of abuse.

rnvolvement in this practicum allowed for an opportunity
to also address the second rearning objective which r¡ras to
learn more about a familyrs reaction and response to an

allegation of chird sexual abuse. The non-offending parents
appeared to struggre with several conmon reactions and

feelings includíng: disbelief, betrayal, guilt, anger, and a
fear of what would happen next in the familyrs .public
nightmarerr. These reactions vrere normar reactions in an

attempt to cope with a very stressfur and unpredictable
situatj-on. Being supportive, nornalizing their feelings,
educating thern about what to expect, what woul_d happen next,
how to respond to their children and members of their social
network, âs wel-l- as helping thern develop a plan.of safety for
family members $/ere, therefore, necessary components to
assisting these parents in reaching for a higher level of
índividual and fainily adaptation.

rn retrospect, the function of the parent support servíce
shourd have been expanded to incl-ude sessions with the non-
offending parent(s) and the child victin. As it ï¡/as, the
Parent support frlorker met only with the parent and assisted
the parent in developing a pÌan to provide support and

inforrnation to the chird victin. rt woul-d have been more
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therapeuticarly effective to engage in sessions with the
parent and the child, whereby the parent courd provide
information and support to the chird. with the faciritation of
the Parent support worker. This approach would have arrowed

for the Parent support v'Iorker to role moder appropr j_ate

responses and behaviours while also observing the j-nteraction

betr¡¡een the parent and chi1d. It would have been an

opportunity to directly rej-nforce the parent as they supported
their child during a very stressful period of tíme.

This approach wourd have been particularly productive in
those situations where the non-offending parent did not
believe the chirdrs discrosure. This r¡ras a conmon response in
those cases where the victim and the perpetrator belonged to
the same rrnuclear' family system. This included step-family
constelÌations, families with adopted children, and those
families living in common-Iaw situations. rn many of these
cases, the non-offending parent was faced with loyarty issues.
This loyarty confl-j-ct created a great dear of psychological
distress as they \¡/ere being forced to choose between two loved
ones. This distress often increased in situations where the
perpetrator was the bread-winner in the fanily. Berieving the
child in these cases became more difficurt as the non-
offending parent was financially dependent upon the
perpetrator f or survival. rt was obvious that denial \¡¡as a
protective coping mechanism for many families, with the cost
of denial being famity ftexibility.
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rt was conrmon for some of the families to respond to the
allegation by becoming emotional fortresses, naking it
difficult for outsiders to permeate the famii_y system and

address individual and farniry dysfunctíon. Remaining as

emotional fortresses only served to maintain the
Itundif f erentiated farnily ego massr (Bowen, cited in Kerr,
1981-) which often characterizes the enmeshment within these
farniry systems. Farnilies responded in this way when the state
of their existing farnily unit was in jeopardy. This response
v/as a coping mechanism used to try to regain control, and

reduce the lever of anxiety and disorganization being felt by
the family and its members.

The third learning need identified at the onset of the
practicum involved acquiring a better understanding of a

familyrs social network resources and how these resources may

herp or hinder in the process of crisis resolution.
rt became crear that the farníIies participating in the

service had very sparse social networks. There did not appear
to be a clear delineation about who one would turn to (farniry,
friends, professionals) for which type of help (chores and

tasks, social activities, worries, decisions, emergencies,
advice, and information). This observation onry served to
reinforce what is already known about incestuous famiries,
namely, that there exj_sts a high d.egrree of enmeshment within
them. This level of enmeshment is likeIy a function of the
emotional isolation characteristic of individuar farniry
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members of incestuous famiries. This degree of enmeshment

makes it difficult for ind.ividual faniry members to be

autonomous as índividual autonorny ís viewed as threatening to
the well-being of the farnily system. rt is the farnily system

that is autonomous, not the individual members. The

enmeshment withín these farnilies makes it difficult for ner¡¡

information, attitudes, and behaviours to penetrate the
system. As a result, the varues of larger society are less
likeIy to ímpact on the fanily and less likery to infruence
the behaviours within the context of the famiry. Rather than
dearing directry with the allegation of abuse, these highly
autonomous families often exerted internal pressure to rrclose

rankstr to the outside worrd, thus denying any problems. Irlhen

a problem exists within the family system as is the case with
incest, enmeshment within the famiry, coupled with isolation
from a larger community support network, often results in a

lack of appropriate resources to herp in the process of crisis
resolution. Many of the famil_ies participating in the service
did not find that their existing social network resources r^/ere

sufficient in resorving the crisis precipitated by the
disclosure. Many parents fert polarized as some fanily
members encouraged denial of the alregation, while police and

child welfare authorities forged on with the investigation and

the premise that the allegation may be true.
Non-of f ending parents who further i_sorated. themsel_ves

from their networks forrowing disclosure, found themsel_ves
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under greater stress as they not only had to deal with the
ramifications associated with the allegation, but also with
the incrination to keep it secret from members of their
network. once again, this behaviour did not serve to aid. in
the resolution of the crisis, rather, it tended to amplify
feelings of anxiety, disorganizati-on and chaos. rn these
cases, it was necessary to facilítate a process whereby the
parent could approach a member of their network for purposes

of support and assistance. This action tend.ed to aIl-eviate a

great deal of stress, and subsequentry resul_ted in aiding in
the resolution of the crisis.

rt r¡/as ínteresting to observe the rirnited amount of
interconnectedness betr,i¡een the sub-groups of the social
networks. That is, network members vrere less IikeIy to know

each other or have an influence on one another. The membersl

connection primarily ray with the non-offending parent and

their family as opposed to with one another. . This lack of
connectedness among people within the network, implies that
less j-nformation is 1ikely to be transmitted and the
information that is transmitted is ress likety to be done so

with ease. Many of the rerationships wíthin the network were
superficial in nature. This was another factor impeding the
transmj-ssion of significant ideas, values, and information.

The forth and final rearning objective involved
developing a better understanding of how Mental Health
services could participate in coll_aborative and effective
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intervention and treatment of intrafamiliar chird sexual_

abuse.

Involvement in this practicum clearly demonstrated that
there ís a role for Mental Health Services in the intervention
and treatment of chird sexuar abuse. À clear distinction
between investigative personnel and treatment personnel proved

to be imperative for effective intervention and treatment.
clarity of these roles and boundaries among: the professionars
made it easier for families to know who to go to j-n order to
request information or address complaints.

child sexual abuse impacts upon the mentar hearth of
individuar farnily members as well as the family unit as a

whore and it therefore, only makes sense for a Mental- Heal_th

service agency to be involved in the treatment of incestuous
familj-es. The role for Mentar Health Ínvolves working with
indivídual family members, dyads, sub-units, and when deemed

appropriate, the entire farnily consterl_ation.in order to
establish a level of healthier psychorogical and social
functioning. This hearthier functioning incrudes clear
generationar boundaries, individual_ autonomy and safety,
appropriate use of parental pov/er, and. the adequate

availability of appropriate social network resources, only to
mention a few.

crearly, Mentar Hearth services could pray a key role in
providing short term service to non-offending parents at the
time of disclosure. The differing mandates of Mental_ Heal_th
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Services and Chid and Family Services automatically creates an

opportunity for a position of neutrality with families. This
neutrarity proved to be a key element in the successful
outcome of the Parent Support Service.

This practicum was a varuabre rearning experience for
working with incestuous families, and more specificalry,
working with non-offending parents at the time of disclosure
of sexual abuse. This pracLicum experience highlighted the
complex nature of the assessment, intervention, and. treatment
of intrafarnilial- child sexuar abuse. sexuar abuse Ís a social
problem that requires a collaborative effort on the part of
all professional-s so that intervention and treatment can occur

in a coordinated fashion.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCI'USIONS

The investigation and Lreatment of intrafamilial child
sexual abuse is a complex process requiring an intricate and

dynamic approach. The project, "Treating Sexua1 Abuse in
Rural Areasrr r¡ras an attempt by service providers from a rural
Iocale to work collaboratively to offer a coordinated

treatment approach to the investigation and treatment of this
widespread social problem. Overall, the findings of the

service indicated that a coordinated approach involving a

collaborative effort by various servíce agencies and

professionals can be advantageous to all members of the family
system during the investigation and early treatment phases of

child sexual abuse.

A short-term specíalized service tailored to the non-

offending parents at the time of the allegatíon vras offered in
order to assist the parent in addressing individual and farnily

issues associated with the disclosure of the intrafamirial
child sexual abuse. Thís short-term crisis service played a

key role at the tirne of discrosure both for the non-offending

parent and their fanilyr âs well- as for the Investigative
workers of the rocal child welfare agiency. The parent support

Irlorker was availabre to move in quickly with the non-offending

parent soon after the al-l-egation was made to the appropriate

authorities.
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Non-offending parents are often lost in the shuffle once

a disclosure has been made. services and professional

resources are readily Ímplemented for the child victirn and the
perpetrator at the time of disclosure, while the non-offending
parent is often left hanging, with very littIe support,

information and direction. The parent support service was a

resource non-offending parents could voluntarily participate
in to help them begin to work through issues associated with
the crisis phase. rn many cases, this service was the first
time anyone had been availabl-e just for these parents.

The local child welfare authorities also found the Parent

Support Service to be benef icial_. At the receJ_pt of an

allegation of child abuse, those professionals involved in
child protection must respond rapidly, gaJ_ning an

understanding of the allegation while also ensuring a childts
safety. This is a very active tirne for these particular
service providers as it is their responsibility to d.etermine

whether or not abuse has occurred.. Although these

professíonals attempt to provide support to individual family
members, the nature of their mandate makes it difficult for
them to focus exclusively on providing support to any given

fanily member. child protection agencies can by systemic in
their approach to working with farnil-ies but the bottom rine is
that these agrencies serve as advocates for chirdren in need of
protection. This is another rearm where the parent support

service was advantageous. The rnvestigative workers fert, that
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they couLd make the referral to the Parent Support Worker,

knowing that the non-offending parent would receive supportive

and crisis inLerventions. The benefits of this servíce

stretched beyond assistance to just the non-offending parent.

Vüork with the non-offendíng parent also involved planning for
the provision of safety and support to the chil-d by the

parent. Although the non-of f ending parent r¡ras the direct
recipient of the Parent Support Service, a systemic

perspective was employed, thus taking all fanily members ínto
account during the assessment and intervention phases of this
short-term crisis service.

fntervention by the Parent Support Worker with the non-

offending parent at the tirne of disclosure prevented many

fanilies from closing ranks and becoming rremotional

fortressesrr to those outsiders who were perceived as

threatening to the existing structure and stability of the

family unit. This speaks to the need to intervene quickly

during the crisis phase when individuals are more susceptible

to allowing outside invol-vement.

Accepting help from professíona1 resources allowed

parents to become more sensitive to their childts feelings and

needs given the allegation. This increased sensitivity
enabled the parents to work with the Parent Support I^Torker to
more openly examine how theyr ês parents, could be more

supportive to their child, includi-ng ensuring their safety in
the home.
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Expecting non-offending parents to be supportive and

avail-abre to their chil-dren was not a rearistic expectation
without concurrently examining the non-offending parentrs own

available resources for social support. An examination of the
sociar networks of these parents indj-cated that they tended to
have sparse support networks and be quite isolated as

individuals. The family network appeared to be enmeshed and

highty isolated within the context of the rarger community.

During the course of treatment, many non-offending
parents r¡rere empowered to seek out at 1east one member of
their support network who wourd be a resource to the parent
during this difficul-t tine. parents who did this found that
overall, they v¡ere less distressed. They had someone other
than a professional whom they courd turn to for support so

that in turn, they coul-d support their child. This T¡/as an

important intervention as it aided parents in partialry
rrrefuelling" themselves so that they courd be- available to
their children during their experience of distress and

uncertainty.

The opportunity to experience the obvious success of the
Parent support service vras clearly a strength in this
practicum. Feedback from the recipients of the service as

well as professionals being impacted upon by the avail-ability
of service indicated a strong appreciation for the crisis
counselling and support done with the non-offending parents.
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A second strength of the practicum v/as the opportunity to
observe hor^¡ the theories of child sexual abuse, crisis
intervention and social networks were clearly demonstrated in
actual case situations. This experience pu11ed together

several separate but inter-related themes in clinical theory.

More specifícaIIy, the practicum all-owed for a better
understanding of the mandates, of other human service

agencies, including their strengths and limitations. As welI,
involvement in this service provided valuable knowledge and

experience about working coll-aboratively with other

professionals to implement a coordinated treatrnent approach to
intrafamilial child sexual abuse.

In retrospect, one area which proved to demonstrate some

weakness r¡/as during the transition time of termination with
the Parent Support Service and the irnplementation of the

longer term treatment being coordinated by the Case Manager.

This tine of transition could have been accomplished more

smoothly, perhaps with some further thoughtful and deliberate
planning on the part of the service providers. For example,

the Parent Support Worker should be involved in all trtransfer

meetings" with the Treatment Coordinator, the Investigatj-ve

Worker, and the newly assigned Case Manager. Rather than this
occurring sporadicatly, it is recommended that this be a

conmon practice in a1l cases so as to facilitate the smooth

transition while atternpting to provide a comprehensive

coordinated treatment approach.
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without a doubt, the rol-e of the parent support worker is
an innovative treatment piece in the stabilization of family
members following an allegation of child sexual abuse. rt is
recommended that this rore be used as a short-term crisis
service to non-offending parents. The focus of the
involvement should be on psychorogical and social adaptation
of members to a very stressful situation. rt is also
reconmended that this rore be firled by a neutral counsellor;
someone who is not involved in the investígatj_ve process. By

doing this, the counsellor can remain objective and not in the
rore of deterrnining the validity and essence of the
allegation. This leaves the counsellor in a positíon of
supporting the parent and family while also acknowredging that
despite whether or not the abuse occurred., the family is being
faced with sígnificant problems. Reduction of individuar and

family stress can therefore, only occur by dearing d.irectry
with the present situation

rncestuous fanilies are known to have small, scarce

social networks and an examination of the networks of those
parents particípating in the service, proved. to be no

different. The isolation and lack of social- resources
avairabre to these families is an issue that requj-res specific
attention. For better or for worse, farnily members and

friends are involved with the farniry long before and rong

after professionars arrive on the scene. Healthy social
networks are signif icant to any indívid.ual_ as this is the
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forum in which inforrnation, beliefs, attitudes, values and

behaviours are shared and reinforced. rntervening at this
Ievel is imperat,ive, therefore, in an attempt to break the
generationar transmission of incestuous behaviour. rf
professionals are not prepared to be invorved with these

families over the course of their rifetine, then serious

thought should be given to intervening not only at the

indíviduar and farnily lever, but also at the social- network

level where the fanifyts varues, beliefs and behaviours r¡rere

first established and continue to be reinforced.
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ÀPPENDIX



THE PARENT SUPPORT PROJECT

The Client Satisfaction euestionnaire (CSe)

Please help us improve our program by answering some questions about the services
you have received. We are interested in your honest opiníons, whether they are
positive or negative. Please answer all of the ouestions. We also welcome your.
comments and suggestions. Thank you very much, we appreciate your help. The
following questions relate to your contact with the Parent Support Worker only and not
to your contact with Child and Family Services.

CIRCLE YOUR ANSWER

1. How would you rate the quality of service you received?

432
Excellent Good Fair

Did you get the kind of service you wanted?

432
No definitely No not Yes generally
not really

To what extent has our program met your needs?

1

Poor

2.

3.

4.

my needs have needs have
have been met been met

lf a friend were in need of similar help, would you recommend our program to
hím/her?

4
Almost all
of my needs

4
No definitely
not

Quite
dissatisfied

3
Most of my
needs have

3
No ldon't
think so

lndifferent or
mildly
dissatisfied

2
Only a few of

been met

2
Yes lthink
SO

Mostly
satisfied

1

Yes definitely

1

None of my

bèen met

1

Yes definitely

Very
satisfied

(OVER)

5. How satisfied are you with the amount of help you received?

432



6. Have the services you received helped you to deal more
problems?

effectively with your

Yes they have Yes they
helped a great have helped
deal

4
very
satisfied

No defínitely
not

3
Mostly
satisfied

No I don't
think so

2
No they
really didn't

2
lndifferent
or mildly
dissatisfied

Yes I

think so

1

No they seemed
to make things
worse

1

Quite
dissatisfied

Yes definitely

7.

somewhat help

ln an overall, general sense, how satisfied are you with the service you
received?

8. lf you were to seek hefp again, woutd you come back to our program?

4321

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:

PLEASE ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF YOU WISH


